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With a great interest in words and the power they contain, the 
Audeamus staff took on the only theme possible to dignify words 
– the dictionary. Within our pages we invite you to find pleasure in 
learning and dwell amongst the arts. 

Words have always meant different things to different people. 
For the science major, it’s the building blocks to a research paper 
that could mean the difference of getting into graduate school. To 
the humanities major, words are the persuasive tools to distrib-
ute thought and convey an argument. To writers, words are the 
cracked pieces of china to a distinct mosaic – every individual frag-
ment is vital to the overall creation. We can only display the art set 
before us in this year’s Audeamus Journal. 

It is with great privilege that we took on the task of reading and 
viewing all the pieces submitted to us this Winter. Amongst the 
overt words or pictures displayed in these pages, we recognized 
the effort that went into every word, whether or not it is science 
related or the only words on the page are the title of the photo-
graph. 

“...the writer of dictionares, whom mankind have considered, not 
as the pupil, but the slave of science, the pioneer of literature, 
doomed only to remove rubbish and clear obstructions from the 
paths of learning and genius.”
 -Samuel Johnson, Preface to the dictionary (1755)
        

Erin Simpson & Kathryn Holzer
Editors-in-Chief of the Audeamus Honors Journal 2012

Preface
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Audeamus

A

Abadakaboo: the act of getting 
ready in the morning

Abilification: a list of fake 
qualifications one puts onto 
their resume 

Abbarage: the barrage of ABBA 
music blasting from your 
neighbor’s garage

Adipause: the action of calming 
down while public speaking

Abercrumpis: the act of crumping 
in overpriced, designer clothes

Actronic: a mechanical plebian 
with human emotion 

Acrylophiliac: the addiction to 
artificial nails

Aeliwy: The opposite of a 
soliloquoy; a part of speech 
addressed to everyone in the 
universe, including greek and 
roman gods

Afflymonk: the mythical name 
for the wicked witch’s flying 
monkeys

Afrogenius: The person in the 70’s 
that we shall always look up for 
inspirations of funky hair and 
bellbottoms

Africaysis: an oasis located in the 
middle of the Saharan desert 
that has yet to be found 

Agamemnosis: The disease 
characterized by thoughts to 
want to take over the world

Alabamtoodah: a fiction 
city imaged at 4:37 am on 
Wednesdays

Ajitative: In poetry, where one 

leaves out the middle syllables 
of multiple words in a row, 
resulting in a brain fart.

Ampisfree: what thieves think 
when they steal musical 
equipment 

Amtokin: is what happens when 
you cross a metrolink train and 
Gandolf

Antiwent: The act of staying in 
any one place, refusing to move

Aoipori: A paste made out of 
chalk and clay that smells like 
potpourri

Apsplitude: The statistic achieved 
when taking a really smart 
person and measuring only half 
of their potential

Ariellific: A redhead 
Archwigglemonter: the dance one 

performs in victory
Asperfine: a type of tree that is 

capable of destroying your mind
Astrofunkitron: an extraterrestrial 

prom
Astropie: an aeronautical shoe 

that claims ownership of the 
feet.

Atoriety: The opposite of 
notoriety. A normal person’s 
celebrity status.

Awwnery: a gallery filled with 
paintings and sculptures of baby 
bunnies and ducks

Aztry: applying to college knowing 
you will be sacrificing your 
financial, mental and physical 
stability
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T he Effect of Dietary Mineral Composition 
on Acid Base Balance in Race Horses
Research
Origin UC Santa Barbara
Erica Pandolfi

Abstract:

 The purpose of this study was to accurately determine the 

effect of modification of the DCAD (dietary cation-anion difference) 

on HCO3- levels in race horses, so as to offer clear interpretation of 

the results of tests for illegal race day drug administration. An ele-

vation in levels of total CO2 signifies use of alkalinizing agents.  The 

most accurate method for evaluating the effect of diet on blood acid 

base status remains to be determined.  The values utilized for this 

determination were SID3 (Na++K+-Cl-), SID4 (Na++K+-(Cl-+Lactate)), 

tCO2, HCO3-, and derived HCO3-.

Five mature Standardbred horses (four mares and one geld-

ing) were used in this experiment. The horses were trained on a 

treadmill for a minimum of 8 weeks, and then were involved in the 

study which lasted twelve weeks; this period consisted of three 

week training periods followed by one week of testing, repeated 

twice. The training period involved being fed one of two varying di-

ets (a high DCAD of 400 mEq/kg DM, and a low DCAD of 100 mEq/

kg DM) in comparison to a control group (the medium DCAD diet) 

conducted under the same conditions in a prior experiment.  A sig-

nificance value of α=.05 was used.

Introduction: 

Recent studies have given evidence that through the addi-

tion of either anionic or cationic minerals, the internal balance of 

acid base status can be manipulated. Alteration of dietary mineral 

composition has been studied effectively in cattle, swine and poul-
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try.  Swine have been found to show decreased growth when fed 

anionic diets opposed to cationic ones (Baker et al., 1993). The use 

of nutrition in the variation of pH equilibrium in domestic animals 

is a much studied method of correcting for costly diseases in the 

dairy and livestock industries.  One such affliction is the detrimen-

tal postparturient paresis of dairy cows.  A recent study determined 

that by feeding a more acidogenic diet, cows were less likely to de-

velop the disease (Riond, 2001).  This disease is caused by loss of 

calcium due to bone calcium depletion during lactation.  Mineral 

supplementation of feed restores homeostasis in this system. 

Such procedures that augment internal mineral balances 

have been tentatively applied to horses.  The extent of which has 

been done in sedentary horses; the effect of cation/anion balance 

in nutrition of race horses has yet to be thoroughly investigated.  

Some preliminary studies have conclusively found that blood pH 

will decrease as the DCAD of the diet is lowered (Stutz et al., 1992).  

The depletion of calcium has also been studied in horses’ diets.  In 

a study investigating diet DCAD and urinary mineral excretion, it 

was found that the administration of anionic diets leads to a nega-

tive calcium balance through release of calcium from the bone into 

extracellular fluid- inciting osteoporotic weakening of the skeletal 

system (Wall et al., 1992).  

The application of such acid base nutrition studies to race 

horses is meaningful as it has already been found that exercised 

horses that are receiving cationic diets, when compared to those re-

ceiving anionic diets, “achieved greater work output and recovered 

more quickly due to the buffering effect of the diet”; the anionic 

diets caused metabolic acidosis (Popplewell et al. 1993).  Further 

importance of this study in exercising hoses is evidenced by the 

fact that “correct manipulation of acid base balance may permit ef-

fective dietary prevention of stress fracture in race horses” (Riond, 

2001). It has already been proven that by receiving cationic diets, 

horses have achieved greater work output   (Cooper et al., 1998). 

The physiological responses observed in relation to the varia-

tion of ion concentrations are due to the consequences of absorp-
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tions of the different ions.  Upon absorption of chloride from the 

gastrointestinal tract, bicarbonate ions are released (causing the 

equilibrium to favor basicity); conversely, when sodium and potassi-

um ions are absorbed, a proton is released (converting the bicarbon-

ate into CO2
 and favoring acidity) (Baker et al., 1992). The amount 

of relative ions is determined by the DCAD- the difference in charge 

between the strong ions- which can be calculate as DCAD= (Na+ + 

K+)-(Cl- + S0
4

2-); this calculation includes the ions that are major con-

tributors to the acid base regulation (Wall et al., 1992).  

The purpose of this study is to accurately determine the ef-

fect of the modification of the DCAD on CO2
 and HCO

3
- levels in 

race horses, so as to offer clear interpretation of the results of tests 

for illegal race day drug administration. The levels of total CO
2 
and 

bicarbonate signify use of alkalinizing agents.  The feeding of acidic 

or alkalotic diets can produce values outside the normal range of 

these values, and in the confirmatory drug administration range, 

confusing the test results. Through the determination of the exact 

effect of certain diets on these values, the interpretation of drug 

screening tests can be executed more accurately.  Through the use 

of various measuring apparatuses, the most accurate method for 

evaluating the effect of diet on blood acid base status will be deter-

mined.  The values that will be utilized for this determination are 

SID3, SID4, tCO2, HCO3
-, and derived HCO

3
-.

Methodology:

Five mature standardbred horses (four mares and one geld-

ing) were used in this experiment. They received standard animal 

health care throughout the trial and were housed in individual stalls 

in close proximity to one another. The horses’ involvement in the 

study lasted eight weeks and consisted of three week training pe-

riods followed by one week of testing repeated twice. The training 

period involved being fed one of two varying diets (a high DCAD of 

400 mEq/kg DM, and a low DCAD of 100 mEq/kg DM) being com-

pared to a control diet group (the medium diet) conducted under 

the same conditions in a prior experiment; and, being exercised via 
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alternation of the following programs:

Normal workout:

15-min jog at 5m/s, 1.5% slope	

Splits:

4-min warm-up walk at 1.7 m/s, no slope	

4-min warm-up jog at 5 m/s, 1.5% slope	

2-min trot at 9m/s, 3% slope	

3-min jog at 5 m/s, 1.5% slope	

2-min trot at 9m/s, 3% slope	

3 min walk at 1.7 m/s, no slope 	

The feeding regime consisted of administering the random-

ly selected diet to each horse in a random crossover design which 

switched at the end of the three week feeding period; and the regime 

involved a one week transition period post testing where the diets 

were mixed. The amount of food given both at 8 am and 4 pm was 

measured before and after each consumption period to determine 

the amount of diet consumed. A supplemental hay source was used 

throughout the project with the total amount of consumption being 

weighed each day.  Water was given ad libitum and was recorded 

only during test weeks to assist in investigation of fluid shift. 

The week of testing involved fasting horses for four hours 

prior to the race simulation in order to imitate actual race day pro-

cedures as accurately as possible.  Blood samples were drawn using 

IV foley catheters; urine samples were drawn using urinary cath-

eters for the mares and urinary collection devices for the gelding. At 

the beginning of the testing period, respiratory rate, heart rate, and 

rectal temperatures were recorded. After installation of the collec-

tion devices, the horses were returned to their stalls for 30 minutes 

to allow them to calm down. 

 The first sampling period, occurring 30 minutes after the 

placement of the catheters, comprised of first collecting 10 mL of 

blood from a jugular catheter into a 12 mL syringe and distributing 

it equally between two green top lithium heparin vacutainers- one 

for measuring tCO2
 concentration and Na, K, and Cl ion concentra-

tions on a Nova-4 machine, and the other for blood gas analysis.  

Audeamus
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Secondly, 3 mL of blood are collected from the IV catheter into a 

portex syringe for blood gas analysis. This syringe is stoppered and 

store upright until analyzed. Urine evaluation involves collecting 

anaerobically into a 20 mL syringe and measured for pH and USG.  

The urinary collection devices are then emptied and their volume 

recorded.  

The second sampling period taking place 1.5 hours after the 

catheter placement and involved obtaining 5 mL from the jugular 

into a 4 mL green top lithium heparin vacutainer tube for tCO2 
con-

centration and Na, K, and Cl ion concentrations on a Nova-4 ma-

chine.  Again, 3 mL of blood was obtained from the IV catheter into 

a portex syringe for blood gas analysis.  The urine collection and 

volume measurement process are repeated at this time.  

This was followed by a fourth hour collection period involv-

ing collection of the blood for tCO2 
concentration and Na, K, and Cl 

ion concentrations on a Nova-4 machine; also in this period 3 mL of 

blood was obtained from the IV catheter into a portex syringe for 

blood gas analysis.  Urine was collected in the same manner and 

analyzed.  The urinary catheter and collection devices were then 

removed to prepare for the race simulation. The horse was taken 

from its stall to the treadmill room where a polar heart monitor 

and hobbles and start RP were attached.  Body temperature was 

recorded. 

At this time the race simulation began and the horse followed 

the below listed race program:

Warm-up:

6-minute warm-up walk at 1.7 m/s, no slope	

2-minute warm-up jog at 5 m/s, no slope	

1-minute warm-up trot at 8 m/s, no slope	

Simulated race protocol:

2-minute walk at 1.7 m/s, no slope (raise to 5%, 3 de-	

gree at end of 2 mins)

1.5-minute trot/pace at 9 m/s (5%, 3 degree slope)	

2-minute trot/pace at 12 m/s until fatigue (5%, 3 de-	

gree slope) 
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Cool down:

5-minute trot at 5 m/s, no slope 	

5-minute walk at 5 m/s, no slope	

While on treadmill, blood samples were taken at the end of 8m/s, 

9m/s or fatigue (whichever occurs first), and five minutes after fa-

tigue or 9m/s. Blood was taken 15, 30, 60, and 90 minutes after race 

commencement.  After a cool down period the horse’s body tem-

perature and weight were recorded.  A last sampling period 8 hours 

after the beginning of the race day occurred upon which the three 

blood samples and urine samples were collected for analysis.

            Repeated measures ANOVA with an autoregressive covari-

ance structure will be used to analyze this project. The level of sig-

nificance will be set at P<0.05. 

Data Analysis:

 Varying the DCAD diet had significant effects on the SID4 	

throughout the entire sampling period (p= .000, df= 2, F= 

4.428). The low diet was found to produce SID4 values sig-

nificantly lower than those of the medium diet. 

The low diet contained concentrated amounts of an-o 

ions relative to the medium and high diets causing 

lower values in the SID. 

The diet alterations had a significant effect on the pH, but 	

only during the sampling period before the race simulation 

(p=.027, Df=2, F=5). The pH decreased with decreasing DCAD 

for the Low and Medium diet. 

pH is determined by the difference between the num-o 

ber of cations and anions absorbed from the diet.  A 

decrease in diet was accompanied by a decrease in pH; 

the diet with greater anion levels caused a decrease 

in pH as anion absorption of the blood is followed by 

acid generation.  

SID3 values differed significantly by diet during the race sim-	

ulation (p=.041, df=2, F=  4.218).

The low diet contained concentrated amounts of an-o 
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ions relative to the medium and high, causing lower 

values in the SID. 

The diet alterations had a significant effect on the HCO	
3

-, but 

only during the sampling period before the race simulation 

(p=.020, df=2, F= 45.09).

Administration of a lower DCAD was followed by low-o 

er HCO3
- levels.  With increased anion concentrations, 

greater anion absorption must occur during periods 

of heightened exercise and lactate ion production-

causing increased acid generation. Lactate levels are 

buffered by bicarbonate which reacts with the excess 

H+ ions to produce carbonic acid; more carbonic acid 

will be produced with greater levels of protons, caus-

ing a fall in the HCO
3

-  levels during exercise. 

Bicarbonate, pCO2, pH, and SID values followed expected 	

patterns for an animal undergoing strenuous exercise.  

pH differed significantly over the sampling period (p=.000, 	

Df=7, F=56.8).

pH naturally drops during strenuous exercise due to o 

increase of CO2
 levels and lactic acid production. As 

lactate levels rise, bicarbonate ions increase through 

an exchange of Cl- ions which frees H+ protons causing 

an acidic shift.

Conclusion: 

These data indicate that through the consumption of acidi-

fied diets, horses will experience nutritionally induced metabolic 

acidosis. While the expected effects on acid base parameters were 

observed, in some instances, they were only seen for a portion of 

the sampling time observed.  This is possibly due to a deficient 

sample size; or to the fact that several of the horses did not fully 

consume their diets, thus affecting their DCAD and obfuscating the 

data.  The measurement which was consistently adequate for deter-

mining the effect of diet on acid base status was p as iHH as it was 

the only value to indicate the significant difference between diets 
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throughout the sampling period. These data will assist racing in-

dustries in determining the relationship between illegal bicarbonate 

loading and horses consuming acidified diets.  
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B reath of the Emperor
Poetry
Origin UC Los Angeles
Sarah Emick

Though there was smoke in the water, 

I did not expect to taste it on your lips.

I blew the coals,

But was too enraptured to see their glow.

Now I see the fire in that grin –

You know what you’ve done.

You broken boy, 

With shattered stories,

Fractured families -

You snap my heart in pieces.

I am allergic to your way of life.

Simplicity I crave,

As you dance among the embers.

As you cry from volcano tops!

Piercing! Shrieking! You have everything!

But you do not have what I want for myself.

Just when I’ve tried this hard

To fall away from the shadows;

You lure me under a willowing tree.

The leaves and branches fold into the ground,

Meshing to their own roots.

Locking us inside,

The smoke still escaping your tongue.
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Camardillo: a crash camera 
mounted on the top of an 
armadillo jay-walking in rural 
Texas

Camphobia: The fear of one’s 
soul being sucked out by 
cameras

Caterblunk: a high-pitched 
shriek heard when 
encountering onomatopoeia 

Cattabul: an interspecies mix 
between a cat and a bull dog

Cellutosis: the separation 
anxiety one has when their cell 
phone is not within 10 feet of 
reach

Cirkadia: a pointless, 
roundabout argument

Cinsial: a fairytale’s beginning
Charmachoy: a delightfully 

delicious vegetable grown in 
Peru 

Cheesetume: a grilled cheese 
inspired costume

Chronicosis: having 
chronologically chronic 
disorders

Chronspacule: a monocle-
wearing spatula from the 
future

Claustroclub: a nightclub that 
once you enter does not let you 
leave

Claustrosympatic : The feeling 
of generosity towards people in 
small spaces

Cleeria: the feeling one gets 

when they have their vision 
corrected for the first time in 
their life

Cloystic: a cluster of koi-fish 
flavored chapstick

Contonkilous: a leafy concoction 
that turns fingers into toes 

Cottobonkers: stuffed animals 
that come alive at night to 
bonk you on the head

Crabgrapple: the fight between 
two or more crabby old men 
after playing shuffleboard

Craniobake: the after-effects of 
completing assignments and 
studying for tests into the wee 
hours of the morn.

Craplicon: a convention filled 
with exhibits of fecal matter 
that come in different shapes 
and sizes

Creepaloof: a strange person 
who creates bizarre nicknames 
for others

Crujuice: a fruit beverage that 
has a similar flavor as crude oil

Cthunk: day-dreaming of squid 
monsters in fantasy class

Cullenitis: The attraction or 
dream of being married to 
vampires, completely deranged

Cyprilaminate: poster in vintage 
magazines depicting scantily-
clad women

Czizorz: an unnatural averzion 
to the letter “S.” A genetic 
dizorder characterized by lizpz



T he Bicycle Helmet and Other Lessons 
in Being Absolutely Ridiculous
Fiction/Non-fiction
Origin UC Davis
Kathryn Willson

I’m far too young to write a memoir. There’s something 

beautiful, something intricate and delicate about writing about the 

bloom of one’s youth from a rocker, an amorphous bundle of fluff-

cat warming one’s knees. I offer instead the bull in the china shop, 

all ruddy adventure and close-mindedness and heedless passion 

and bicycle helmets.

Bicycle helmets? You ask. What do bicycle helmets have to 

do with my ineligibility as a writer? In the spirit of the vestige of 

English major that still festers in my soul, I will leave you to ponder 

these worldly questions while I press on into the story instead. 

Like all good stories, this one starts at the beginning: at the 

very beginning of my life, back when I was but a squalling babe in 

arms. I was baptized Roman Catholic, after my parents and their 

parents before them had been. Oh, so occupied with the water on 

my scrunched and wrinkled forehead was I that I didn’t stop to con-

sider the influence that a good Catholic upbringing would have on 

my later life. 

When I went to college, I had the luck of attending a bicycle-

riding campus. The spread of the school was such that a bicycle was 

almost an absolute necessity to get from point A to point B in any 

decent length of time. My riding prowess was such that the seas of 

bicyclists parted before me. That is, they all biked away as quickly 

as possible, because I was that freshman. The freshman who had 

never ridden a bike since training wheels but had somehow still 

decided that it would be her main mode of transport in a school of 
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dangerously expert riders. The wind in my hair, the rolling asphalt 

under my wheels, the feeling of flying (or as close to it as I could 

get) was exhilarating. I built my biking muscles by pedaling like the 

devil was after me to every class on a bike that was designed to look 

pretty on a Walmart shelf. I learned to take one hand off the handle 

bar just long enough to signal before snatching it back to flutter 

nervously just above the grip. Oh yes, I was getting pro at this. 

And then I got in an accident. Or three. They were all my 

fault or maybe none of them were my fault, I’m still not really sure. 

My blue light special bike (which is, coincidentally, blue) proved a 

trooper and took all the beatings faithfully. Yes, the handlebars are 

still bent, and the back wheel hasn’t turned in a perfect circle since 

fall quarter, but that bike still bears its load to and from classes 

every day- rain, shine, wind, or yes, hail. And my knees and elbows 

have healed up, and two trips to the chiropractor and I feel new 

again. My head, that fragile globe of knowledge resting precariously 

on these shoulders (I swear, there’s a neck there somewhere), re-

mained untouched. 

So when I let slip to my parents in a conversation some time 

later that I did not, in fact, wear a helmet daily despite my intimate 

acquaintance with the pavement directly under my bike, I was non-

plussed by my father’s reaction. Oh, that face of consternation and 

silent disapproval. But no matter: I could bear it, focus on the wind 

in my hair and try not to let that nagging voice tug at my reason. I 

could bear it until, that is, he told his mother.  

Now, my grandma is the best Catholic grandmother a person 

could ask for. Her house is spotless, her manners pristine, and her 

will an insurmountable force that, combined with her expert wield-

ing of the underestimated weapon Guilt, makes her a sheer terror to 

those who dare oppose her. Which, it appears, I did.

In a conversation that lasted less than five minutes, my 

grandmother invoked her God-given power to topple my heady con-

fidence. She was losing sleep, she said, with worry. Would I want 

my friends to be in an accident without a helmet? I have so much 
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to offer the world, why couldn’t I just take this little precaution of 

safety? In her sweet, non-so-subtle but so totally subversive way, 

she planted the seed of guilt in my soul that fed greedily on my fa-

ther’s worries, my Catholic upbringing, and my knowledge, hitherto 

suppressed, that they were totally right. You see, as a Catholic, I 

have been conditioned to feel guilt for my past transgressions, my 

potential transgressions, my species’ transgressions, my station in 

life, and everything under the sun.

And so I am a good Catholic. I wear my helmet every bicycle-

riding day to and from class and around town. When I first started 

wearing it, I rode to church entirely focused on how ridiculous I 

must appear. I refused to look at myself in a mirror, afraid of the 

horrors that it would show me (maybe the helmet turned me into a 

gorgon- you can never be too sure). I noticed that around campus, 

I suddenly had an affinity for everyone else wearing a helmet- the 

first time I had felt like I had anything in common with a group 

of people. I would try to catch their eyes, maybe pull one of those 

“’Sup?” nods that cool people on T.V. and in elementary school use 

to show that they are, in fact, “it”. Mostly, the Helmet People ignored 

me, and it was thus I learned to be like them- head down, biking 

fast. 

Putting on my helmet, I ceased to be Kathryn, chic college 

student on a cruiser. I became Bertha, unwieldy Norse Goddess of 

the Wind and Walmart Bikes who pedaled like a speed daemon and 

still fell off her bike when she tried to park too close to a curb. I had 

never felt like such a freshman in my life, not even when, as a fresh-

man in high school, I got lost on my way to be bathroom and circled 

the quad twice looking for it. 

I decided I needed a cooler helmet. Maybe I could make a 

dinosaur face out of it, or put a bumper sticker on it that would get 

people to notice me in a way that didn’t make me feel like a leper. 

Was the feeling imaginary? Probably. But was it still there? You bet.

But my guilt is stronger than my pride, and so I wear the 

helmet which, for the record, does not turn me into a gorgon but 
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does make me look like a mushroom is eating my head. It’s a super-

stylish mushroom, though. All silver and… well, it’s all silver, but 

in the future it’s going to be awesome. Until then, I shall wear the 

helmet and revel in being totally ridiculous in a way the infinitely 

more popular sorority girls will never understand. To them, to be 

totally ridiculous is pose in a carefully carefree way, living not out-

side of the box, but within the confines of a slightly larger box that 

excludes that smaller box of discretion, poise, and safety. Qualities 

of which I now exhibit one. 

But I can ride my bike with no handlebars.  
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A  Shock to the System: Dada after the Madness 
of World War I
Research
Origin UC Santa Barbara
Cory Hansen

Psychological trauma has long been a subject of investigation 

and inquiry. Even besides formal medical research, literary repre-

sentations, such as in William Shakespeare’s King Henry IV, docu-

ment unnerving trauma, here specifically of war: “And heard thee 

murmer tales of iron wars; Speak terms of manage to thy bounding 

steed; Cry ‘courage! To the field’…” (Figley 7). Trauma continued 

to be documented, changing terminology as causes were redefined. 

Various types of trauma, which now fall under the umbrella Post-

traumatic Stress Disorder, have historically been given their own 

specific name, including “survivor syndrome, ”“rape-trauma syn-

drome” and “post-Vietnam syndrome” (Figley 12). For the purposes 

of this essay, the focus will be on the genealogy and effects of shell-

shock during World War I and the simultaneous rise of avant-garde 

Dada art, which in its own way attempts to represent the madness 

and violence of war as a form of protest. Part of the analytical frame-

work will be the concept of inversion: the reversal of the expected, 

the norm, or the popular. At its core, the inversion is an attempt at 

creating instability and an aesthetic bridge to trauma studies be-

cause it is an attempt to shock. By interrupting the expected, the 

inversion draws attention to itself in ways which can be jarring, 

specific examples of which will be used throughout the paper. The 

question, however, is not whether the Dadaists consciously attempt 

to represent shell-shock in their writing, though the influence will 

be noted, but rather if their work can be read in light of World War 

I trauma. Finally, the sound poems “L’amiral cherche une maison à 

louer” by Tristan Tzara and “Ursonate” by Kurt Schwitters will be 
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analyzed through the lens of Sigmund Freud’s Beyond the Pleasure 

Principle to pinpoint the ways and the extent Dadaism acts as a 

metaphor for madness and shell-shock.

In the Crimean War and the American Civil War, doctors were 

concerned by the psychological damage afflicting soldiers, particu-

larly the “disordered action of the heart (DAH)” and “psychogenic 

rheumatism,” as well as disorders similar to those found in civilians 

such as “railway spine” (Jones and Wesseley 1). Railway spine, found 

in survivors of train crashes, was coined by John Eric Erichsen and 

defined by “chronic inflammation of the spinal cord, producing a 

general disturbance of the central nervous system,” and was seen by 

some, though not Erichsen, as comparable to a host of psychological 

and physical responses to the psychic and emotional trauma of war 

seen in soldiers who were physically recovered from injury (Jones 

and Wesseley 12). Among those not content with Erichsen’s physi-

ological explanation for the aftereffects of trauma was Dr. Herbert 

Page, who began the exploration into trauma as having solely a psy-

chological origin.

Page saw railway spine and the war neurosis as being func-

tions of the same disorder. Writing that the “horror of the moment, 

must certainly result in the general weakness more or less marked, 

more or less enduring,” the two disorders were without a necessarily 

physiological cause such as an inflamed spinal cord (Jones and Wes-

seley 13). This polar relationship with and debate over shell-shock’s 

symptoms continued through The Boer War and it was only during 

the Russo-Japanese War that the term “Kriegsneurosen” was coined 

by German physician Dr. Honingmann to describe the “traumatic 

neurosis” of Russian soldiers otherwise physically healed (Jones 

and Wesseley 15). The causes of war neurosis continued to be stud-

ied through The Balkan Wars, with the general refrain being that a 

soldier’s proximity to an explosion and the ensuing gust of wind, 

termed by the French “Vent du projectile” and by a Belgian doctor 

as “cerebro-medullary shock,” would cause a physiological change 

responsible for the soldiers’ symptoms. The exact coinage of ‘shell-
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shock’ is difficult to determine. While some hold that Frederick Mott, 

responsible for the air compression theory, actually coined the term 

in 1919, the consensus is that the first use in a medical journal was 

by Charles Meyers in 1915, though Meyers admitted that the term 

was previously in popular use (Figley 8; Ford 11; Jones and Wesse-

ley 15-17). Regardless, the popularization of the term surrounded 

the First World War and had an effect on the perception of affected 

soldiers. 

 Because of the vast confusion between the causes of shell-

shock, affected soldiers without a physiological cause were mal-

treated by their own military and government. A distinction was 

drawn between two types of neurotics: one with a physiological ori-

gin, who gained the same respect as their physically injured coun-

terparts, and the other psychological, who were viewed as morally 

corrupt; E. MacPather, a medical officer, is quoted as telling the War 

Office “cowardice I take to mean action under the influence of fear, 

and the ordinary kind of ‘shell-shock’ to my mind was chronic and 

persisting fear” (Leed 95). The term hold special importance in the 

War United Kingdom, where “the responsibility of establishing that 

a disability was war-related rested with the soldier” thus making 

it very difficult for British soldiers to make successful claims for 

compensation and leaving them with few options (Winter 9). For the 

British, the realities of war were especially removed. The combined 

traditions of socially-located values, the then newness of universal 

suffrage, and the unvalued arms professions “located the navy and 

its weapons far away from mainland” and made it difficult for all 

but the Irish in the United Kingdom to appreciate the trauma of 

war (Winter 9). The silence surrounding trauma was further com-

pounded in every country by soldiers’ inability to speak about their 

experiences. 

This inability and often times unwillingness was not local-

ized to Britain. It was especially prevalent in post-war Germany, 

where there was a charge to forget the war they had lost; for the 

soldiers it meant the creation of “a pre-war past and a wartime past” 
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that are to be kept strictly separate – as if their Egos were not dam-

aged enough already (Leed 89). In order to propagandize, news of 

the war was strictly suppressed by the government, and soldiers 

wanted to leave every trace behind them. As if cast in a Quentin 

Tarantino film, Pierre van Passen remarks, “I was going to forget 

the night-mare, burn my uniform as soon as I would be finally dis-

charged” (Leed 89). While for some “the term ‘shell-shock’ denoted 

a violent physical injury […] enabling many people and their fami-

lies to bypass the stigma associated with terms like ‘hysteria’ or 

‘neurasthenia’ connoting […] vulnerability,” for others “the image of 

injury [shell shock] acquired substance in effective rituals of diag-

nosis and cure,” as electric shock was applied as treatment to break 

victims out of their shells (Winter 9; Leed 100). Shell-shock was not 

just a medical label, but also became a social category and a part of 

identity, as it was not as simple to remove and forget as an article 

of clothing.

 The Dada avant-garde art movement was formed during 

and in some ways by World War One’s crisis of (in)sanity. Being the 

avant-garde, the front lines most exposed to trauma, they tried to 

push art to its limits, whether by de-skilling or sound poems and are 

considered “the inventors of the metaphor of madness as a form of 

war resistance.” (Becker 74). Jean Arp, a founder of Dadaism, was 

himself a soldier discharged for mental health reasons. In her ar-

ticle, Annette Becker poses the question, “when did faking madness 

start, and when did opposition to the war begin to take the form of 

simulating insanity?”, noting that Arp “simulated” his madness to 

get discharged – so in a sense the re-presentation and performance 

of madness began for Dada well before the Cabaret Voltaire (Becker 

74). From the very beginning, in fact as early as the first Internation-

al Dada Fair, their art was directly concerned with war protest. Otto 

Dix’s contribution to the fair was a painting called “War Cripples: 

A Self-portrait” that depicts the injuries of war (Becker 74). Many if 

not all of the Dada founders had been effected by the war in some 

way, as they “had all left our countries as a result of the war” and 
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settled in Zürich, Switzerland (Huelsenbeck 23). In Zürich is where 

Dada was born, though exactly what was born was in some ways 

unclear. 

 The name Dada conveys the hollow nature of the movement. 

It was discovered accidentally while Hugo Ball and Richard Huelsen-

beck were flipping through a dictionary and is the “French word 

for a wooden horse. It is impressive in its brevity and suggestive-

ness,” and could take on whatever meaning was bestowed upon it 

(Huelsenbeck 24). Dada was a bricolage, but one that insisted it was 

different from all prior movements. It drew from other avant-garde 

art traditions and techniques such as Futurism as well as Cubism. 

For Huelsenbeck, the main focal point of Dada art in any form was 

simultaneity, though a simultaneity distinct from that of Futurism. 

For Futurism, the goal was to be a “reminder of the colorfulness of 

life” and was more a tool of activism than art (Huelsenbeck 25). This 

is opposed to the early conceptualization of Dada where, as Francis 

Picabia told his public, “Dada lui ne sent rien, il n’est rien, rien, rien” 

and is only art-for-art’s sake (Huelsenbeck 37). This nothingness 

comes from many sources. As has been already noted, the name 

itself is a sort of nothing – at least in the sense that it is an empty 

signifier practically chosen at random. Additionally, each member 

of the group had their own conceptualization of Dada. It could be 

said that there was no one Dada, but instead several Dadas.

The Dada multiplicity continued even into the formation of 

formal galleries. Even as members founded these Dada galleries and 

had exhibits, still “no one had yet found out exactly what Dada was” 

besides being avant-garde and abstract art (Huelsenbeck 32). While 

“the word Dada conquered the world,” as Huelsenbeck puts it, Dada 

galleries were still being filled with “cubist, expressionist and futur-

ist” works of art – in a sense it was only the word which conquered 

taking with it other avant-gardes (Huelsenbeck 32). It is telling that 

in a billing for a demonstration, it is described as “cannibale” – as if 

devouring and ingesting other abstract art forms (Huelsenbeck 37). 

As the individual Dadaists began to move from Zürich, the exact 
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purpose of Dada became even more fragmented. While for Tzara 

Dada still remained in the realm of pure art and stuck to its nothing-

ness, for Huelsenbeck and other German Dadaists it took on a more 

expressly political attitude. The different climates in which Dada 

continued to grow caused the mutations. Germany was in disarray, 

in contrast to the more comfortable Zürich climate, so action was 

needed.  

Bruitism, which was taken from the Futurists, was seen as 

perfectly crafted for inspiring action. It was the combination of pure 

noise and simultaneity. It attempted to inject the zeal for life back 

into the German people. Because of Bruitism’s direct reference to 

life – drawing its noise from the world around it, everything from 

pots and pans to screeching to cars – Huelsenbeck maintained that 

it gives the listener “an impulse which starts [them] toward direct 

action” and could potentially lead to the actualization of demands 

that Huelsenbeck included in his En Avant Dada (Huelsenbeck 36). 

In a sense, the actualization of positive demands is a shift in Dada 

from being completely destructive to having a particular political 

agenda. Dada started as an opposition without trying to make a new 

world. It was opposed to war without proposing an alternative, but 

with the demands, which at times seem a bit exaggerated, to create 

an “international revolutionary union of all creative and intellectual 

men and women on the basis of radical Communism,” it takes on 

a more productive angle (Huelsenbeck 41). But still the essence of 

Dada was interruption, the interruption of the current order be it 

for the betterment of Germany or for art-for-art’s sake. 

Action and art, however, are not mutually exclusive. During 

Theo Van Doesburg’s performance, Kurt Schwitters would “bark fu-

riously” when Van Doesburg took a drink in order to “demonstrate 

Dadaism” to the audience (Schwitters, Theo van Doesburg and Dada 

275). The purpose of their show was to surprise and shock the audi-

ence, and they would constantly change their act in order to again 

defy expectations. The grandest Dadaist gesture, for Schwitters and 

which spurred physical reaction from the audience, was Van Does-
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burg pushing another performer off the stage and into the music 

pit as it brought the crowd to their feet and they “fought furiously 

amongst themselves” – all done in order “to cultivate [the] soil” for 

something new to grow (Schwitters, Theo van Doesburg and Dada 

276). The rien is still present in the barking and the toppling of the 

other performer – those gestures didn’t signify something positive 

or meaningful, just unintelligible noise and random action. But at 

the same time, violence is turned on its head. It is used as a weap-

on against the masses; instead of dropping bombs, they drop giant 

bouquets and bibles. This inversion was not an anomaly, as the in-

verted was a popular way to traumatize the viewer. The shock which 

the Dadaists illicit from their simultaneous art is once again an in-

version: instead of the concussive force of the impact pushing the 

victim closer to death, it leaves him “directly aware that [he is] alive” 

and moves him to action (Huelsenbeck 36). Dada art pushes life and 

death closer together, acting as a sort of bridge between what had 

been so opposite. Like the lives of the shell-shocked, the everyday 

had become stagnant. Menaced by “advertisement, enemies of the 

street, of bluff, of the big transactions,” life had become a constant 

state of fear (Huelsenbeck 28). This harkens to the charge by E. Mac-

Pather discussed earlier that the shell-shocked lived in constant fear 

of everyday life. Here we find the real target of Dadaism: stagnant 

fear. The empty shell of Dada was meant to be a shock to society 

and re-energize the stagnant. Though Dadaists mimic madness, the 

truly neurotic were the masses living in everyday fear of dying – not 

seeing death as equally a part of life as living. 

Turning to Tristan Tzara’s “L’amiral cherche une maison à 

louer” as an example of simultaneous poetry, the shock value of 

Dada performance is evident. The first sound heard during the per-

formance is the title spoken by presumably Tzara, which themselves 

superficially alludes to the military (Tzara, Huelsenbeck and Janco, 

L’amiral cherche une maison à louer). Viewed within the context of 

World War I, a military officer, who had the highest affliction rates 

for shell-shock, is searching for a home – a symbol of rest and safety. 
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He’s looking for something to rent; he’s transient; he lacks stability. 

Skipping to the end of the poem, the final words are “L’amiral n’a 

rien trouvé” (Tzara, L’amiral cherche une maison à louer). This can 

be read in two ways: first as a sign that he has been left behind and 

the second with an emphasis on the ‘rien’. Nothing – the sign word 

of Dadaism – was found. After the title, the next act of the poem is 

to shock the listener. Drums are beat and whistles sound suddenly 

and repeatedly. This representation is in line with what Sigmund 

Freud describes as “the ordinary traumatic neurosis as the result 

of an extensive rupture of the barrier against stimuli,” going on to 

write that, “for the living organism protection against stimuli is al-

most a more important task than the reception of stimuli,” because 

too much interference could interfere with the inner psychic work-

ings (Freud 36, 31). The repetition of the drum and whistle, which 

is not a short burst but a longer whistle reminiscent of the cliché 

screech of a bomb being dropped, gesture toward the constancy of 

trauma even after soldiers were removed from war. A characteristic 

of shell-shock was the reliving of the events in both the waking and 

dreaming world. Freud characterizes this repetition as being a de-

fensive mechanism, though he admits “it is plain that most of what 

is revived by the repetition-compulsion cannot but bring discomfort 

to the ego,” the purpose is to master the anxiety through recreation 

(Freud 20). The enactment of the poem is a performance as if in a 

dream; it is performed in order to shock the audience with a new 

avant-garde art but also as a way to take control over the socio-

political situation. Important to the idea of trauma and shock is the 

idea of stimuli. In simultaneous poems, there is nothing but mostly 

unintelligible stimuli: while one voice says “Kloset zumeistens was er 

nötig hätt ahoi” another says “love the ladies I love to be among the 

girls” while the finals is saying “la concièrge qui m’a trompé elle a 

vendu l’appartement” (Tzara, L’amiral cherche une maison à louer). 

This vast amount of stimuli is too much to be successfully taken in 

and understood at once. In traumatic recovery, when confronted 

with so many stimuli that “can no longer be prevented […] another 
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task presents itself – to bring the stimulus under control, to ‘bind’ 

in the psyche the stimulus mass that has broken its way in, so as to 

bring about a discharge of it,” which is the very thing that happens 

at the conclusion of the performance (Freud 34). Up to this point, 

the three voices spoke in distinctly different melodies: one shout-

ing, one chanting and one speaking calmly. The three voices unify, 

speaking the same line simultaneously in the same language and 

with the same tone. It is the recombination of the stimuli before 

silence returns. The poem as a whole rides a line between complete 

nonsense and coherence; it is fragmented and parts make sense by 

themselves, but taken as a whole, even considering only one per-

son’s lines at a time and unlayering them, it’s not intelligible. Con-

tributing to the fragmentation is the insertion of nonsense words 

such “uru uru uru uro” and “shai shai shai shai” into intelligible 

sentences. Here once again the interruption of the everyday, much 

like the Schwitters’ barking in Van Doesburg’s performance, that 

adds another element of shock into the mix. Many of these same ele-

ments appear in sound poetry, while others disappear or are taken 

to even further extremes. 

In Kurt Schwitters’ poem “Ursonate,” the trauma is still rel-

evant, though purposefully on the part of the author harder to tease 

out. Schwitters stood in opposition to Huelsenbeck’s overtly politi-

cal Dadaism and preferred to keep it solely within the realm of art-

for-art’s sake (Schwitters, Merz 60). There are no direct references 

to the military in this poem or any intrinsic, specific cultural ref-

erences. Regardless, when thought of through the lens of trauma 

studies, the performer’s voice loosing the power of signification 

and producing only sounds becomes a metaphor for the binding 

and paralyzing effects of trauma. “Ursonate” is an extension of the 

nonsense words used in Tzara’s poem, as instead of interrupting 

otherwise intelligible sentences they are the poem. The name of the 

poem is itself suggestive, as the ‘Ur’ prefix places it in an “original 

[or] primitive” context (Online Etymology Dictionary). The poem is 

primitive in the sense that it does not use words which also make it 
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original, as if the performer was uttering humanity’s first syllables 

or returning to a pre-Symbolic time, but like all Dada art the poem 

tries to be original and different. It attempts to shock through its 

sound-composition. Schwitters is hitting the reboot button on lan-

guage and taking it back to before denotation when there was only 

emoting. For those listening to Schwitters, the poem would be “as 

strange and unfamiliar as the sight of exotic cultures had once ap-

peared to the Western explorer” and ideally illicit the same sense of 

awe (Rumold 45). In this moment of aw, normal standards of art are 

stretched and confronted by something different and, because there 

are not specific words in the poem, in some ways indefinable. In 

the gesture toward primitivism, there is yet another inversion. The 

primitive and infantilized use of sound is a reversal of one of the 

symptoms of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder in children: the loss of 

“expressive language,” as the piece is solely “expressive” (Ford 16). 

The performer has regained their ability to express themselves, but 

not in words. As discussed earlier, soldiers were unable, institution-

ally and often emotionally, from speaking of their trauma. Here un-

like in Tzara’s simultaneous poem, the focus is on a single perform-

er. In writing the piece, Schwitters notes that, “no notes, tempi, or 

formal dynamics are given, allowing the performer a bit of freedom” 

in interpreting his score (UbuWeb). This poem is a particularly audi-

tory experience and Schwitters explicitly states that “listening to the 

sonata is better than reading it” which “is why I like to perform my 

sonata in public” (UbuWeb). The performer publicly goes through a 

range of emotions in only the first teil, from 

“the explosive beginning of the first movement, to the pure 

lyricism of the sung “Jüü-Kaa, “to the military severity of the 

rhythm of the quite masculine third theme next to the fourth 

theme which is tremulous and mild as a lamb, and lastly to 

the accusing finale of the first movement, with the question 

‘tää?’…” (UbuWeb). 

The question at the end of the first teil is answered in the second 

by extended hard “O”s mixed with soft “A”s , patterned “B.B.B.B.B.”s 
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and other sounds (Schwitters, zweiter teil: largo).1 It is akin to a 

chant or focused breathing as would be done in meditation. This 

leads to the third teil which is full of tongue trills and is more cel-

ebratory sounding (Schwitters, dritter teil: scherzo - trio - scherzo). 

This section harkens to the celebration of life the Dadaists felt was 

at the heart of their work. The final teil proceeds through repeated 

“Glimb”s and is spoken by Schwitters very quickly with interjections 

of slow, deliberate “Bims” before rising back up again (Schwitters, 

vierter teil: presto - ablosung - kadenz -schluss). Switching between 

the two poles is jarring; it prevents the listener from settling into 

a normalized rhythm. The final section of the fourth and last teil 

is the most primitive use of language – recitations of the alphabet. 

But in this alphabet-centrism, Schwitters performs another play on 

expectations similar to his barking discussed earlier. By “draw[ing] 

your attention to the deliberate return of the alphabet up to a. You 

feel it coming and expect the a impatiently. But twice over it stops 

painfully on the b...” which creates a sort of anxiety over the missed 

letter (Schwitters, vierter teil: presto - ablosung - kadenz -schluss). It 

is a gesture toward the apprehension over the incomplete alphabet, 

familiar yet left incomplete. If following along with Schwitters, his 

skip back to ‘Z’ would throw the audience off their preconceived let-

tered path – it would disturb their order. 

 Through the lens of trauma studies, the Dada project is one 

of instability. From the composition of the Dada group itself, to the 

shock it tried to illicit from the public, the goal was to destroy sta-

tus quo values. Dada was never content with things as they were, so 

picking up where previous avant-garde movements left off, turned 

World War I on its head. No longer would violence be something 

which only occurred far from the mainland or a tool only of mili-

tary warfare. Taking up madness, plentiful after the trauma of the 

1  The quotation of the sounds made in the second through fourth parts of the “Urson-
ate” is not based upon any written script by Kurt Schwitters, but by my interpretation and trans-
literation upon listening to the sound recording. I have tried to faithfully reproduce the phoneme 
combinations, but it is very possible and quite probable that the original script is quite different 
from what I have written.
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Great War, they prescribed art-shock therapy for an ailing West-

ern world. Though they were unable to maintain peace even within 

their own ranks, the Dadaists were able to invade the art world and 

even become a sort of household name – the great yet ephemeral 

Dada. It is the shifting nature of Dada that makes it so potent: it 

always has the element of surprise because there was no prescribed 

course of action: Schwitters could bark or not as long as it created 

a response. In their poems, two of which are analyzed here, the af-

finity for shock, noise, and simultaneity becomes obvious. In light 

of shell-shock, their poems stand out as metaphors for madness. 

Whether the Dadaists were as successful in their campaign as they 

themselves thought is up for debate, but they certainly brought life 

into the avant-garde – and were at least as effective as electro-shock 

therapy. 
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For centuries lovers have looked to the stars for romance

his story began, and who indeed can resist Ursula, Orion, Orpheus

And their stories of wanton passion and sacrifice

Love gained, love lost, undying and eternal

We’ll be like them. I’ll love you ceaselessly

Don’t give me that shit, she said. I know how love ends

You’ll cheat, I’ll eat, we’ll both drink

We’ll live in a trailer in some dusty park, with a three legged dog 

you felt sorry for

I see stars in your eyes! He cried. Your hair is a hieroglyph I am 

compelled to decipher! Love me back!

You’re being ridiculous, she said

Our story won’t end with us in the stars…together forever.

If I stay with you, you know what they’ll say about us when we’re 

gone?

Two kids got too caught up with fucking, lost their heads and got 

married, wasted away in this tiny town

They fought, and they cried, and one day they died

And the three legged dog chased the beer truck out of town

Author’s note: This was for class. I was given the first and last lines and 12 lines 
in between to make them make sense.
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H

Habercash: having money, and 
only wanting to spend it on 
buttons

Haché: a small axe used to crack 
eggs for cooking

Hamtardant: a firefighting pig (a 
pig used for the sole purpose of 
putting out fires)

Hammux: to confuse the 
ingredients in your vegetarian 
dishes

Hansol: a space cowboy that shot 
first

Harmanot: a product that is not 
tested on animals

Harkysnap: witty comment or 
comeback

Hapbuddhanian: a joyful person 
of portly stature

Hastery: a qualified 
procrastinator that is fueled by 
an assortment of baked goods

Hausendog: a dairy delicatessen 
that is flavored and topped with 
inexpensive sausages 

Hausshole: the German gullet 
when constant drinking of beer 
with the absence of inebtriation

Heilatto: a dairy-based treat, 
that when kept slightly below 
temperature can cause a zombie 
outbreak

Heliocaching: looking for treasure 
in the shade

Helipotty: a flying combustible 
toilet that runs on natural 
methane

Helisté: the process of 

communication through shapes 
and symbols

Heribat: A hairy acrobat heretic 
with a Dracula fetish.

Herkaman: a man who believes 
his strength surpasses all 
other’s

Histericon: hysteria for comic 
book conventions

Histroke: a stroke that occurs 
when you accidentally wave to 
someone who wasn’t waving to 
you

Hobsnitch: a short, often 
barefooted, person that delights 
in tattling on others during 
sporting events

Holisuntastic: the excessive 
sunlight that Californians 
receive during the holidays

Homper: an odyssey one takes 
when wearing a stylish jumpsuit

Honklebriff: a mnemonic 
device used to memorize 
onomatopoeias

Howlri: the grumbling noises 
heard from the mailroom

Hrarity: the uncommon 
occurrence of poetic inspiration

Hullababoon: a hairy infant that 
has adopted to obnoxious 
colloquialisms

Humansh: a community made up 
of people who live solely off of 
goat milk

Humanosaur: the only way that 
a Tyrannosaurus Rex can have 
proportional arms to its body



S epia Picture

Art/Photography
Origin UC Riverside
Derek Larsen
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epia Picture H atsuyuki

Art/Photography
Origin UC Riverside
Alice Deng
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T he Path Left Untrodden

Art/Photography
Origin UC Riverside
Princess Etuale
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he Path Left Untrodden
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M-N

Maldokite: new kites that 
are flown to celebrate the 
abundance of frogs in the 
bayou

Mallea: a chemical substance that 
can be transmuted into any 
other elements 

Mallrog: a beast encountered 
at the mall that shall not pass 
through the food court

Man Waffle: a deliciously 
attractive man 

Merdusadite: a goddess that lives 
in the sea and is known to have 
off-putting hair

Mergical: that magical moment 
when one is permitted to merge 
onto the freeway with ease

Millenniumni Falconius: a 
hamburger and olive inspired 

freight craft
Millitonk: the millisecond one has 

to consider the repercussions 
before flicking someone on the 
nose

Mimestrocity: the ability to act 
objects into existence

Mistropolis: the void of a mind at 
a loss for words

Monklock: the poisonous residue 
of monkey brains

Mopolinopoly: cleaning up after 
a big game night

Mumphia: a mummified 
hydrangea that dwells in the 
city of brotherly love

Mystiphobia: The fear of 
magicians in pointy hats

Mupplets: muppets that have 
been doused in glitter

N
Nahoti: the sound you make when 

you sneeze
Narcanspy: one that is prone to 

falling asleep while on stakeouts 
Narciphus: a stone that 

consistently rolls down hills, 
thinking only of itself

Narfungal: an infection of the ear 
where all you are able to hear is 
high-pitched animal noises

Narfunkle: a type of music that 
involves piano-playing cats

Nocklopus: a nocturnal octopus 

that feeds on slumbering marine 
animals

Nostalograph: a fondness for 
vintage photography

Noxsunomun: the desire to dim 
the light of the sun or moon

Nosireebob: The multiple 
enunciations to get across 
refusal and disinterest

Nythmus: A person that loses 
their teef around Chrysmus

Nudje: to gently move something 
with your elbow



A n Appeal for Chaotic Analysis in the Search 
for Consciousness
Research
Origin UC Santa Cruz
By Michael Wilson

If consciousness is in each and everyone of us, then where 

is it? The brain is a complex organ which has been shaped under 

the force of natural evolution. In the past the scientific approach 

was to understand the world as a series of interactions which were 

distinct from one another. Current understanding shows that the 

brain’s interactions are jumbled and confusing but perhaps this is 

because we are trying to understand the brain as a series of isolated 

components; after all this is characteristic of human made systems. 

Evidence at both the neurological and functional scale suggests that 

trying to understand the mind in such a linear fashion may be the 

wrong approach where instead the mathematics of chaos, a subset 

of dynamic systems theory, provides a new analytical frontier.

 In order to show that chaos theory is a valid approach it will 

be demonstrated that feedback control loops play a necessary role 

in homeostasis, the regulation of bodily systems, as well as lateral 

inhibition, a general way in which information is processed. Next 

feedback systems will be shown to be foundational for a chaotic 

system. Finally it will be exhibited that the ordered firings of epi-

lepsy and the nature of heart arrhythmias support the existence of 

a chaotic system in the human brain. 

 One of the fundamental aspects of brain structure is the use 

of feedback control loops. Negative feedback control loops work by 

scaling down an output in response to increased input, while posi-

tive feedback control works in the opposite manner. The term loop 

is appropriate since the input is directly effected by the output. In 

this way individual feed back control loops either achieve equilib-
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rium or an unbalanced amplification.

 Inside the human body thirst is the basic urge to maintain 

homeostasis in intracellular and extracellular fluid levels. When in-

tracellular levels drop below normal, the osmoreceptors located in 

the organum vasculosum of the lamina terminals and the subforni-

cal organ detect this, and signal the need for more water. Similarly 

baroreceptors in the heart and renin secretion by the kidneys re-

spond to a reduction in extracellular fluid levels (Carlson, 2010). 

One would expect positive feedback control to restore normal fluid 

levels via internal mechanisms. Experiments by Holmes and Gregers-

en (1950) with dogs show that this is in fact what happens. Intake 

of water is proportional to the amount of water required to restore 

intracellular fluid levels. This is true even over large periods of time 

when water is not made immediately available, showing that is is 

not just a simple reaction but an attempt to achieve equilibrium.

 Although the precise pathways are unknown, experiments by 

Denton, et al. (1999) show that the regions of the cingulate cortex 

associated with motivation are activated when infusions of hyper-

tonic saline are given to human subjects. A further study by Farrell, 

Laird, and Egan (2005) discovered that a sub region in the cingulate 

cortex activated by pain was also partially activated by thirst. Intake 

of water inhibits these responses (Johnson, 2007). Clearly there are 

internal and behavioral feedback mechanisms to achieve homeosta-

sis of body fluids.

 During sleep the length of REM cycles are characteristic of a 

feedback control system.  A study  by Aserinsky (1973) examined 

the duration of paradoxical sleep in human patients. Over the course 

of three days participants were allowed to sleep past satiety. This 

resulted in a downward trend of REM sleep. Once the experiment 

ended REM sleep rebounded to normal levels. Here too the system is 

brought back into equilibrium through the use of feedback control 

loops.

 Neurologically the duration of REM sleep is controlled by the 

interactions of two systems. The first system initiates REM by re-
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ducing inhibition of the peribrachial cells and stimulating the cell’s 

autoreceptors, resulting in a positive feedback. The second system 

is composed of the locus coeruleus (LC) and  the dorsal raphe nu-

cleus (DRN). Excitation of these cells stimulates the corresponding 

inhibitory autoreceptors, resulting in a negative feedback. The posi-

tive feedback back control in the REM-on system excites the REM-off 

system by projections from the lateral dorsal tegmental and the pe-

dunculopontine tegmental to the autoreceptors of the LC and DRN. 

Conversely the REM-off system inhibits the REM-on system through 

similar projections. The interactions between the two systems allow 

for a cycle of REM sleep where after a given duration, is interrupted, 

and allowed to begin again. The balance between paradoxical sleep 

and normal sleep is partially maintained by this feedback control 

system (Siegel, 2002).

 Homeostasis is critical in the human body in order to function 

properly.  The nervous system regulates heart beat and blood pres-

sure, controls breathing, and maintains body temperature through 

the interactions of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous 

system. The endocrine system regulates hormone balance to control 

many short term and long term metabolic activity such as blood 

sugar level, adrenaline levels, growth, and puberty (Carlson, 2010). 

Both the endocrine system and the autonomic nervous system are 

controlled by the hypothalamus. Again, the balance achieved in each 

of these systems is maintained by feedback control loops.

 These findings show that feedback control is used in homeo-

static systems throughout the human brain. In a relatively simpli-

fied view, the sole purpose of the body is to maintain homeostasis.  

Therefore analytical techniques which exploit these facts should 

provide deeper insight into the workings of these system.

 The technique of feedback control is also used on a more lo-

cal scale when encoding neural messages through a process known 

as lateral inhibition. Lateral inhibition is defined by an excited neu-

ron inhibiting its neighboring neurons. This is rather unintuitive at 

first but achieves some really interesting properties. Since inhibi-
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tion is relative with respect to the collection of firings in the net-

work of neurons, contrast and sharpness are enhanced, and as a 

consequence noise is automatically filtered out when meaningful 

information is present. This effect also provides temporal and spa-

cial distribution of the signal. This is an important point which will 

be addressed later.

 Since the visual system exploits this phenomena in a more 

tangible way and where most research has been done, it will be the 

primary focus. The ganglion cells which receive input from both 

rods and cones are primarily center surround cells. In the most ba-

sic sense, they are edge detectors however these cells are the build-

ing blocks for more complex analysis. Edge detection is done via 

feedback control facilitated by the amacrine and horizontal cells. 

When on-center bipolar cells are activated, an excitatory signal is 

sent to an amacrine cell. This chemically inhibits the depolariza-

tion of the corresponding bipolar cells which in turn reduces its 

primary effect on the amacrine cell. The horizontal cells function 

similarly by hyper-polarizing the bipolar cells. Thus both systems 

create a negative feedback loop to achieve lateral inhibition (Kaneko 

& Tachibana, 1987).

 The current understanding of lateral inhibition is incomplete 

and without substantial evidence to ground further insights. Some 

dated research by Blakemore and Tobin (1972) speculate about  lat-

eral inhibition in a cat’s visual cortex. As the orientation of the bars 

shown to the cats changed, specialized columns of neurons in the 

visual cortex decreased their rate of fire as the angle became less 

optimum and increased as the angle reached closer to optimality. 

The researchers speculated that the neurons responding to the op-

timum orientation inhibited those firing at a slower rate across the 

receptive field. This would account for more accurate orientation 

detection.

 Further experiments by Cohen & Yarom (2000) found sup-

port for lateral inhibition in the cerebellar which deals with timing 

and fine motor control. Lateral inhibition serves two roles: disinhi-
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bition of the activated area and inhibition of the Purkinje cells. The 

larger purpose of this effect is unknown.

 The olfactory bulb has been found to use lateral inhibition to 

discriminate between odors. Yokoi, Mori, & Nakanishi (1995) stud-

ied the rabbit’s olfactory system and found that the granule cells 

in the main olfactory bulb induce lateral inhibition with the neigh-

boring mitral and tufted cells. As expected, there is a great deal of 

feedback projections contributing to both inhibitory and excitatory 

responses (Strowbridge, 2010). The mitral cells receive inputs from 

the olfactory receptors. Identical to the function of the amacrine 

and horizontal cells in the visual system, lateral inhibition in the 

glomerular cells are speculated to tune odor molecule responses 

and eliminate the noise of insignificant odor molecules.

 Lateral inhibition is an ongoing area of study. Determining 

these advance interactions is a complex and time consuming task 

and therefore limited research is available in this area. Just like 

homeostasis, lateral inhibition relies upon feedback control loops. 

New analytical techniques would greatly aid in understanding this 

data filtering technique.

  A perspective known as systems thinking touches on the cy-

clical nature of how events influence the system as a whole.  In 

essence this a detailed  analysis of feedback control with respect 

to the mental thought process. These systems can also exhibit a 

chaotic behavior. This is another reason to consider new non-linear 

approaches (Robinson, 1999).

  With chaos theory,  a deeper understanding might be possi-

ble. The study of chaos is an attempt to describe seemingly random 

systems. EEG readings of the human brain exhibit this supposed 

randomness (Pijn, Neerven, Noest, & Lopes da Silva, 1991) as well 

as a high degree of connectedness (Akers, Sherbondy, Dougherty, 

Wandell, & Mackenzie, 2004). Chaotic systems are actually quite 

structured and deterministic. On a local scale, this too holds for the 

brain. By exploiting the mathematical characteristics of a chaotic 

system, future states can be predicted.
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  Similarly the building blocks of the brain: neurons and feed-

back control loops, conform to these requirements. The firing of 

a neuron is predictable and deterministic: an action potential is 

triggered once the sum of post synaptic potentials reaches a spe-

cific threshold. Intuitively one might think that negative feedback 

control loops are unlikely to exhibit a chaotic behavior since the 

purpose of a negative feedback system is to achieve equilibrium. 

However, chaos has been shown to be obtainable in a two loop nega-

tive feedback system (Bastos de Figueiredo, Diambra, Glass, & Malta, 

2002). A delayed feedback was key in achieving its chaotic nature 

and this is inherent in biologic systems. Action potentials occur as 

a result of a chain of chemical reactions which open ion channels 

and release neurotransmitters. This takes time somewhere around 

150µs in the cerebellar cortex (Sabatini, & Regehr, 1997) while post 

synaptic potentials are purely electrical and much quicker. For this 

reason a system of neurons must react in a delayed manner. Fur-

thermore, the equation used in the study by Bastos de Figueiredo, 

et al. is commonly used in the modeling of neural networks.

  Lateral inhibition also seems like a strong candidate for facil-

itating a time-delayed discrete control system. This transformation 

of information not only alters synaptic signals in a relative manner 

but also distorts them temporally. Just like the inherent delay built 

into synapses, the result of lateral  inhibition is a signal representa-

tive of a past state. Therefore from both a structural and operation-

al concept, examining the human brain through the mathematical 

perspective of chaos seems like a reasonable approach.

 One example which has come from the application of chaos 

theory is the more recent breakthrough of predicting epilepsy, a 

breakdown of homeostasis. It is very rare for the episodes to be 

triggered simply by external stimuli and therefore they must be a 

result of internal conditions which have been shown to be complex 

and non-linear (Iasemidis, & Sackellares, 1996).

  There are two types of  epileptic seizures: petit mal, local 

seizures which occur from a localized part of the cerebral hemi-
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spheres and grand mal, generalized seizures which initiate in both 

hemispheres. In either instance, EEG readings stop looking random 

and show synchronous patterns as an increasing number of neu-

rons start firing together (Chakravarthy, Sakalis, Sabesan, & Iasemi-

dis, 2009). Ironically the brain waves appear to show more coordina-

tion when a patient has lost consciousness and fundamental control 

of their body. Iasemidis, Shiau, Sackellares, Pardalos, and Prasad 

(2004) used chaos theory to identify the onset of seizure episodes 

by examining highly localized EEG readings and identifying regions 

of the brain which start to oscillate together; characteristic of an out 

of balance feedback loop. In patients this technique allows 95% of 

seizures to be predicted within a two and a half hour window. This 

is a quite a substantial prediction rate and  provides further belief 

that the computational nature of the brain is related to a chaotic 

system.

  A second clue comes from cardiology. This same technique of 

analyzing chaotic systems has  been applied to discover patterns in 

patients’ arrhythmias. It is the brain stem which sends these electri-

cal signals instructing the heart to beat and stay in rhythm. Specifi-

cally the medulla oblongata, pons, and mesencephalon coordinate 

this behavior.

 Initial experiments on dogs by Ritzenberg, Adam, and Co-

hen (1984) found that a stressed heart exhibited non-linear changes 

characteristic of “prechaotic” behavior. They were able to develop 

a model based off of these findings which simulated an arrhyth-

mia in the heart known as ventricular fibrillation. The arrhythmia 

produced was characteristic of chaos. A further study by Chen, et 

al. (1988) confirmed these findings when they discovered a pattern 

right before the arrhythmia which was also characteristic of chaotic 

behavior.

 A more recent study has found support for chaotic behavior 

in the normal beating of the heart. While the cause for this is un-

known, the use of a chaotic model predicts 96% of heart rate fluctu-

ations based on the patients current heart rate and blood pressure 
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(Wessel, Riedl, & Kurths, 2009).

 It is important to note that these findings are derived from 

indirect human constructed models. They are made to be analogs of 

natural systems but alas are only simulations. Current limitations 

on recording heart rate during arrhythmias does not permit the ana-

lytical methods in chaos theory to be applied to real world patient 

data (Denton, Diamond, Helfant, Khan, & Karagueuzian, 1990).

 Furthermore the  initial conditions of a chaotic system ex-

ponentially influence the following sates, and therefore only near 

future predictions are reliable when given imprecise data. In other 

words, finding and utilizing this phenomena is going to be tricky 

without substantially more research.

 For example, the weather system is believed to exhibit this 

nature. By measuring known characteristics and their interactions 

such as wind speed, atmospheric pressure, and temperature, accu-

rate predictions in a very simplified system can be made. However 

due to the complex nature of the weather system accurate forecasts 

into the future cannot be made yet (Tsonis & Elsner, 1989). This is  

especially true when using linear systems which are often derived 

from a hierarchical approach (Croskerry, 2000). But through the 

application of chaos theory, better and more longterm predictions 

have been be made (Kalnay, Lord, & McPherson , 1998).

  One of the most challenging undertakings has been the un-

derstanding and decomposition of the human brain. One might ar-

gue that if one were to look at the brain, there is numerous evidence 

to  support a complex and random interaction, far from balance 

and order. However, this very nature is characteristic of a chaotic 

system. If the micro and macro characteristics of the brain both 

exhibit this chaotic action then perhaps it is time to start moving 

away from linear mappings and instead use a more analytical ap-

proach on interactions which are characteristic of feedback con-

trol systems. Evidence from these studies gives insight into how 

the framework of the brain is being utilized. The complex feedback 

interactions observed in other aspects of nature, known as chaos, 
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should be applied as a common tool when deducing mental interac-

tions. Research into neural nets (Carpenter, Grossberg, & Reynolds, 

1991) and encoding neurons on a chip (Snider, et al., 2011) seems 

like a step in the right direction however it is only a tiny one.

 If any progress is going to be made in finding consciousness 

it’s most likely not going to be through some simplistic hierarchical 

approach. Instead it’s going to be interwoven in the rich communi-

cation between various parts of the brain.
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J udas in a Jar
Fiction/Non-fiction
Origin UC Riverside
Charlotte Kane

 I push the doorbell. Does her doorbell work? So many peo-

ple’s doorbells don’t seem to work. Perhaps it’s a blessing, though…

these doorbells can be so annoying. 

 She’s not coming, I realize. I rap lightly on her door with my 

knuckles –can she even hear me? She might be on the phone –she’s 

always on the phone. I wonder if the back door is unlocked as I shuf-

fle my feet for a moment, trying to be patient. I give up and then go 

around to the back. It’s open, so I push in, lightly hitting Mrs. Caill in 

the bum. “Ah! Sorry, Mrs. Caill!” I say as she chuckles, ushering me 

into the house. “I was just about to go open the front door for you,” 

she says.

 We go upstairs and into the living room. We sink into the 

couches by the fire –big soft couches with a manly argyle pattern 

in various shades of brown. Must’ve been Mr. Caill’s choice, I think 

with a smile. Hopefully I’ll be able to best him at a round of chess 

before I leave.

 “I brought Judas home today.”

 I blink at her. She’s smiling, and it takes me a moment to re-

alize she’s pointing towards a dark blue pot on the mantle –a dark 

blue pot with a wide black stripe and a faint white star pattern on it. 

Her son, Judas, had loved astronomy. I could still see him ushering 

me to his telescope in excitement, calling me to come, come, look, 

look. And the stars were bright and random and beautiful. I would 

look up into his excited eyes and they were bright and earnest and I 

couldn’t help but smile.

 I look away from the mantle, pick up my tea and cup the 

warmth, but don’t attempt to choke it down. “So that’s why I couldn’t 
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come until after noon,” I say without knowing why I whispered. “You 

were picking him up.” She nods. After silence she asks about school 

and with relief we talk of family, our plans for the New Year, and the 

latest episode of Doctor Who. Judas lingers in the back of my mind 

throughout the polite and empty conversation, my eyes constantly 

shifting back to just above the fire…

 Judas isn’t really here. He can’t be, because he isn’t looking 

at me with bright eyes or twisting my hair behind my ear in a care-

less movement or flopping onto the couch next to me, making my 

cushion dip towards his warm body as I readjust farther away, re-

sisting. 

 Judas is in a jar. I tell myself that Judas is in that jar. I’m look-

ing at Judas now and there is no strong face, no villainous laughter, 

no warm hand, no boyish shampoo smell, no long arms holding me. 

Just a goddamn jar. And it is Judas.

 I recall that one long summer when Judas was my sister’s 

boyfriend. She would talk about him with a glow and he would look 

at her with those bright eyes and I would get goose bumps. My hairs 

stood on end like a cat as I forced my jaw to relax and stretched my 

face into a smile, holding it till it hurt to stop. He flopped onto the 

couch next to her, her cushion dipping toward him as she smiles 

and leans into his warm side. Why her? I remember thinking. I don’t 

care, anyways, I remember telling myself. It doesn’t matter, I’d whis-

per.

 And now it really doesn’t matter, I tell myself firmly, shaking 

off the memories and looking away from the jar.

 Mrs. Caill and I take the dogs for a walk in the park. We toss 

a blue Frisbee and shield our eyes from the afternoon sun, watching 

them race and return. Toss. Race. Return.

 When the sun dips low we head home and Mr. Caill is there to 

greet us, as cheerful and red-cheeked as ever. The dogs curl up near 

the fireplace that sounds like Rice Crispies as we play a slow round 

of chess. We fall into rhythm –the soft chortle of a predicted move-

ment, the sharp clank of ice in a brandy glass, the empty clacks of 

cheap plastic on cheap wood. Shadows flit across the dark blue jar 
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with a black stripe and faint star pattern.  

 Over slowly emptying white Chinese take-out boxes, Mrs. 

Caill offers me a bed for the night. I look at the clock and with a sup-

pressed sigh accept. I walk to the room, peel off my clothes, put on 

pajamas, open the blinds, crawl into bed, switch off the lamp. Bright 

stars on bluish black glow through the window. I recognize Orion 

and hear Judas telling me the story of the warrior with his sword 

raised, of the systems and stars that form the warrior’s shape. His 

voice grows stronger in my mind, louder, and now he’s cursing me 

–his voice is loud and sharp and overlaps into a crowd of accusa-

tions, why can’t you understand, stop meddling when it’s not your 

business, don’t try to hold me back, you can’t talk me out of this. 

Then a whisper pushes it back. Just leave me alone.

 I look into the blurry stars, see his dark eyes glowing as he 

looks at me, sharing secrets, and suddenly I realize that Judas’s 

bright eyes are in the jar. His dark hair is in the jar. His warm hands 

are in the jar. His big feet are in the jar. Did they leave his boots on? 

Were they in there with Judas in his jar? I found myself searching 

his closet for boots, just to see if they were still here; his favorite 

boots that he never went anywhere without –were they still here, or 

were they in the jar? I flung flip-flops and sneakers and hiking shoes 

and the shiny black dress shoes that had always been too small for 

him, making him complain of pinched toes when he wore them. I 

held one shiny shoe in my hand, stared at it hard as if I could find 

something in it. As if it mattered. What was I doing? I dropped it. 

What was I thinking? Of course his boots weren’t here. Of course 

he was wearing them when he died. Of course it mattered. He loved 

those boots. I wished they were in the jar with him, but common 

sense said they weren’t. It was all Judas in there. All bright eyes and 

dark hair and warm skin. All grey dust.

 I return quietly to the guest room and into bed facing the 

window with its old-fashioned lacy curtains pulled back to reveal 

the bright sky. I stare as the glow turns to empty reflection; I see the 

bright stars fade to background as my own face comes into focus. I 

pull a blanket over my shivering shoulders and feel his warm arms 
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hold me in safety, but then the blanket suddenly becomes hot and 

tight around me, biting into my shoulders with angry fingers that 

will bruise. Judas and me. Lives forever overlapping somehow until 

suddenly…not. The selfish prick had left me for a jar.

What was so great about him and his damn bright eyes anyways? 

I wonder. Then I remember how they always shined, those eyes. I 

could be human, and no matter how big a mess I made he’d still see 

me with warm, shining eyes. It was only when I pried that those eyes 

turned to gleaming diamonds. He had a privacy shield that could 

withstand freaking T.N.T. Except when he was with my sister.

 Faint white stars on black shimmer through the window. I 

gasp and quake and my teeth chatter softly until Mrs. Caill slips in 

looking like a canary in her big fluffy yellow robe and within sec-

onds I’m swallowed by it as she shivers with me and the world blurs 

as she sobs about 26 years and then I can’t hear her. I never cry, not 

even for Judas, but now I’m sobbing and heaving and choking with 

the force of it. It seems so easy to cry for someone when they’re in 

a jar.

 A day later I sit in a hard wooden pew, still and silent as 

my sister sobs next to me. People stare at our row, casting pitying 

glances and whispering prayers of condolence. That poor dear, my 

sister sobs. He was such a good man! I look at her in amazement as 

she praises Judas, her ex-boyfriend which she had for the past year 

referred to only as the slime. But she doesn’t call him that anymore.  

Now she goes on about that dear boy and his sweet smile. But then, 

it’s easy to forgive someone when they’re in a jar.

 A week later I sit on that ugly brown couch by smoldering 

embers. I move my rook forward and clack onto a black square –now 

it’s Mr. Caill move. He strokes his beard as he contemplates the 

death of my plastic puppets, all the while smiling with stretched lips 

showing big teeth. There is no ice in his brandy glass this time, and 

Judas’s name seems forbidden. The telescope by the living room 

window is covered and dusty. I guess it’s easy to ignore someone 

when they’re in a jar.

 A month later I walk to the front door from my car after 
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work. The evening is cool and still as I flip and flick the keys in my 

fingers to break the silence. My airways are cold. I breathe out a 

delicate white like a smoker’s exhale that disappears into the night, 

and suddenly I hear a whisper of Judas, forcing me to look up.  The 

stars glisten and glitter as brightly as I’ve ever seen them and I spot 

familiar constellations –I seek them out just to hear his voice whis-

pering their names to me.

 Because it’s hard to forget Judas. Even when he’s in a jar.
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Panleia: a theatre that people 
attend in their favorite golden 
bikini

Pantarfli: an article of clothing 
that is faux fur but...

Pantotroph: an organism that 
eats pants after the narwhal 
bacons

Pantode: a person who gestures 
at a rock poetically

Paraluptys: a condition of having 
multiple sets of mouths

Pastrisomachy: an epic battle 
between butchers over who has 
better meat-salting skills

Pauperdale: a refugee camp 
for fired paupers during the 
Medieval era

Pestoid: a rabid, free-ranging bee 
that attacks innocent sewer rats

Pelligard: pelican that protects 
French tulip gardens 

Philtastrophy: a debate with 
philosophers wielding sporks

Phlusleepuffie: the act of fluffing 
up your pillow before falling 
asleep

Pinnipeg: a sea lion who has 
incurred great trauma and thus 
has a peg leg

Pintribe: a group of diminutive 
people that worship cartons of 
milk

Pipple: a disease characterized by 
red hair and long socks

Pirabay: the presence of illegal 
media in space

Pitaki: a type of carrot grown by 
the smells of putrified worm 
innards

Pirouetteless: the particular lack 
of grace when demonstrating a 
pirouette

Pizzzaztic: pizza of the highest 
caliber 

Plebling: a measure on a ballot 
to defer responsibility for jury 
duty to your sibling

Plethowork: a mountainous pile 
of homework

Ploidibot: a machine that 
determines the ploidy of an 
organism

Pneumonoespionage: a device 
that releases nanobots that 
go out into your lungs to 
detect lung diseases. specialty: 
pneumonia

Pockle: a new method of 
bedazzling; the act of polka-
dotting your dog

Poinjabber: a person who uses 
their intelligence to make witty 
insults

Pompadoodle: a hairstyle sported 
by a hipster poodle.

Prescalypso: a type of music 
that can inspire presidential 
ambition

Primpledoo: the “can-do” attitude 
one has while one is getting 
ready

Pteronous: a curse of tickling 
someone with feathers



N azi Feast
Poetry
Origin UC Riverside
By Erin Simpson

Brigand Boudheir puts glass to lips
Drenching a stiffly trimmed moustache with dark red poison
Fifty one people at the circus mirror table
Eerily familiar grins marked with potholes and wedgehammers
Each with twisted crosshatches
Burning holes into their shoulders

They rise, thumb to brow lifted skyward proudly
“Heil Hitler” They belt with feces filled diaphragms 
As a mixture of words and shit crumbles up their throats
The stripes come out, platters melded to hands
Shuffling, their head somewhat mechanically
 Bent between their shoulders
Setting silver bowls in front of each filthy magistrate
The plate is littered with a tongue and two eyeballs
A faceless face ripped of human distinction
Their cooking juices, brandy and rosemary perhaps, rolling
Around the circular corners of the plate.
Boudheir seizes the tongue first
Chewing on it as the incisors wreak havoc
On the muscles and tendons holding its last bit of humanness to-
gether
It melts, dripping saliva and cold brandy on the taste buds devour-
ing it
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Now for the second item on the plate
Two eyeballs, which, when met with the same intensity,
Pop, spraying boiled viscerous humor across
The table and into his Aryan girlfriend’s lap
They chuckle ferociously and their eyes turn red with
Love. Then they pop the hardened lens like uncooked 
Chestnuts which had seen hell itself, somewhat ironic, being now
Digested by animalistic pedophiles.

It was a joyous meal, each guest laughing as each course
Was mutilated and devoured in their pitless stomachs
Cannibals.
Using makeshift toothpicks to pick the flesh out of their teeth
If it was bone, I wouldn’t be surprised.
As they all toast “Die zur Hölle mit den Juden” I drink, burning my 
throat.
As Boudheir puts chalice to lips and lets the wine run down his jaw-
line
I notice the visceral consistency, that of blood.
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T he Shield Saxons
Other
Origin UC Santa Cruz
By Cove West

 There is still furious debate as to the origins of the manu-

scripts collectively known as The Shield-Saxons, but they stand 

as some of the most powerful works of Anglo-Saxon verse that 

remain to us today, narrating the tale of the eponymous warriors 

in a quest of honor and duty through late-Anglo-Saxon England. 

Now considered to comprise a single epic, five of the six fragments 

were discovered at various times in recent decades, the last being 

“Dunnere’s Lament” in 2010. (The sixth fragment, the well-known 

“Battle of Maldon” was found in the 16th century1)

 Set around Essex in the late-10th and early-11th centuries, 

The Shield-Saxons dates to the mid-11th century, shortly after the 

events it describes. The epic roughly follows Beowulf2 in structure, 

with three battles separated by “domestic” interludes and a medi-

tative epilogue, but it is decidedly more elegiac in mood, perhaps 

reflecting the decline of Anglo-Saxon England prior to the Norman 

Conquest. While the poem is written in Anglo-Saxon, it shows the 

episodic influence of the Norse sagas, which, together with the 

poem’s final destination, suggests to many scholars that the poem 

was in fact composed in Normandy.

 The opening fragment, “The Battle of Maldon,”3 (not includ-

1  For the history of the Battle of Maldon manuscript, see Donald Scragg, 
The Return of the Vikings: The Battle of Maldon 991 (Great Britain: Tempus Publishing, 
2006): 121-122

2  Beowulf, trans. by Seamus Heaney (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
2000)

3  “The Battle of Maldon,” in The Anglo-Saxon World: An Anthology, ed. 
Kevin Crossley-Holland (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009): 11-19 [to avoid confu-
sion, all citations will be noted as Maldon with their line numbers]
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ed here) describes the engagement at the mouth of the River Panta 

on August 11, 991, between the East-Saxons led by Earl Byrhtnoth 

of Essex and the Vikings led by Swein Forkbeard of Denmark.4 

Byrhtnoth and most of his forces died in the battle, after being 

deserted by the three sons of Odda: Godwine, Godwig, and Godric.5

PART I – THE VOW

It is likely that the first fragment included here, “The Vow,” is part 

of the missing ending of the “Battle of Maldon” manuscript, narrat-

ing how five shield-Saxons survived the battle and sack of Maldon, 

and their vow to right the battle’s wrongs.6  

...last of the seafarers took sail.     1  

 

In the waning daylight fell the wheeling ravens  

to feast on the war-flesh of those freshly slain,  

men whose sinews were meat to the storm-crows.  

But death did not touch all the hearts    5

of East Saxon’s thanes. Up from the corpse-rot  

rose Aelfric’s son, sword-gashed and blood-soaked,  

Aelfwine the strong thrower of spears.    

In battle-heat he had made his boast  

to slay the invaders who had slaughtered his lord,7  10

4  The Viking forces at Maldon were led by either Swein or Olaf Tryggvason 
of Norway, and while the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle points to Olaf, circumstances indict Swein, 
who received the Danegild after Maldon in 991. See Scragg 56-69, for an in-depth examina-
tion of the Viking fleets of the 990s.

5  “Then certain cowards beat a hasty retreat: the sons of Odda were the 
first to take flight.” Maldon lines 182-183  

6  Though Maldon implies that all the English died in the battle, it is pos-
sible that these five did actually survive.

7  After Maldon lines 204-205 describe that “[the thanes] all wished, then, 
for one of two things—to avenge their lord or to leave this world,” Aelfwine promises in 
lines 217-221 that “no thanes shall ever reproach me amongst the people with any desire to 
desert this troop and hurry home, now that my prince has been hewn down in battle. This is 
the most bitter sorrow of all. He was my kinsman and my lord.”
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Ethelred’s earl Byrhtnoth, bestower of gold.  

Stalwart in the sword-throng he had swung his spear 

to repay his earl with the blood of enemies,

but two stray arrows from the teeming horde

brought him to the blood-mud, buried him there  15

beneath many a corpse of brave companions.  

Forth now at last he freed himself    

from the mass of mangled bone-mound.  

With him stood Wulfstan, that winner of rings  

who had fought so bravely at the ford-bank8   20

in defense of his threatened demesne,9  

until a Viking’s hack took him broad in the head  

and laid him low for the struggle’s last.   

And also young Gadd, Offa’s brave son;   

Gadd who had followed his lord to the fray,10   25

that avid blood-surge in his arm   

stilled by a hammer-blow, crushed hard,

gnarled like an oak-root in the murky moor.

Never in dreams do the young deem ruin.  

Too Dunnere, loyal churl, did stand11    30

and wondered why he, alone of the warriors, 

escaped unscathed from the skull-scrunch 

that had shattered the shield-wall.

And last of all stood Eadweard, that earnest fighter.

They kenned his presence by his keening-cry,   35

for his kin-twin Oswold lay hewn in twain12

8  “Then Byrhtnoth, guardian of his men, ordered a warrior to defend the 
ford; he was Wulfstan.” Maldon lines 73-74

9  Scragg posits that Wulfstan “may have been the owner of the manor 
closest to the causeway;” see Scragg 133. Also, note that, if it is the same Wulfstan, his will 
is not deposed for “seven years after the battle,” suggesting that he might indeed have sur-
vived to die another day..

10  “Offa’s young son,” the falconer, of Maldon lines 5-10 is not necessarily 
the Gadd who is Offa’s kinsman in lines 284-285, but he is otherwise never mentioned again 
in the poem.

11  Dunnere “the lowly churl” makes his boast in Maldon lines 252-256.

12  The brothers (“kin-twin” refers to their shared parentage) Oswold and 
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in the tide-wash, lapped in blood.

No man should see his brother so.

Lost in heart-ache, he hardly felt the injury

that a sword-cleave had slashed in his brow   40

and stained now his tears with sanguine seep.

 Five survived, against the thousands,

five alone did the Lord God spare.13

Left for dead, their adornings undecked,14

gore-spent and weary and weighed with muck,   45

on the corpse-swamp they made their compact

and bold Aelfwine made their boast:15

‘I, Aelfwine, son of Aelfric, able in deeds,

with four shield-Saxons do solemnly declare 

that, to our last or theirs, we shall settle    50

the blood-debt of Byrhtnoth, our blighted lord.16

And too I vow, to the valiant dead,

that those who fled the field of honor,

those sons of Odda, shirkers and snakes,

we five shall rebuke or rid from this realm.’   55

The falcon of Gadd returned from its flight,

alighted on his able arm, a hopeful augury,

and the rest pulled swords from carcass-sheaths.

Thus did five set out, led by Ealhelm’s stock

into the starry night, north toward Sturmere17   60

Eadweard urge their fellows in Maldon lines 301-305.

13  It should be noted that these five are not described as dying in battle by 
Maldon.

14  i.e. they were stripped of valuables. “Material objects such as weapons 
and armour were useful to both sides;” Scragg: 93

15  Boasting is an important method of proclamation in Beowulf, and the 
whole second half of Maldon is devoted to to-the-letter adherence of boast-vows; Aelfwine’s 
boast is not mere hyperbole.

16  As Wulfstan later describes in “The Oddasburg Fragment,” the weregild 
or debt-price of Byrhtnoth and the thousands of Maldon’s dead is too high to be paid by any 
single person or house; the debt is therefore blood.

17  Sturmere lay on the way north from Maldon to Ely. so it is likely that Ely 
was the five’s ultimate destination.
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where dragon-ships had stalked on Saxon halls,

leaving the blood-rich shores of Maldon shire

to carrion-crows and the current’s fate.    63

PART II – DUNNERE’S LAMENT

After finding the village of Sturmere had been earlier razed by the 

Vikings, the shield-Saxons travel on to the monastery of Ely where 

Byrhtnoth was a patron and where “Dunnere’s Lament” takes place. 

“Lament” recalls the poetic style of other Anglo-Saxon elegies, such 

as “The Wife’s Lament” and “Wulf,” as well as a glimpse into com-

mon life like the “Colloquy” of Aelfric of Eynsham.18  

‘...sadness do we come upon you,     64

we haggard travelers heavy of heart.    65

Brave Byrhtnoth has fallen, our benefactor and yours,19

and of his loyal levies we five but live.

From Sturmere town do we come today,

my home and hearth razed by hordes.

Naught but ash remains of all I adored,    70

and no sign did I see of my sun-bright love.

Where is my wife? Where is my Dunhild?

Where is that dawn of the darling day?

Is she heaped on the death-mound, a headless figure,

to die without rites due so fine a daughter?   75

Or sailing the hoar-frost, held in the hold

of a seafaring serpent-ship, a shackled slave

to be sold as a drudge-wife to an earl of Danes?20

18  For all three works, see Crossley-Holland.

19  Byrhtnoth gave a great deal of his not-insubstantial fortune to the monas-
tery of Ely, including thirteen manors, and his family continued to sponsor the priests after 
his death.  See Scragg 86-87

20  The slave-trade was a large part of the Vikings’ plunder-economy.  Taken 
from the lectures of Cynthia L. Polecritti.
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O God, that I had died there on Maldon shore,

than to suffer such sorrow!     80

You priests, I beg you, pray for her soul,

Dunhild, daughter of Dungar, adored by all.

If fate is kind I shall see her again,

though I know not of this world or that.’21

 The abbot with pity put out his hand   85

to comfort the loss of that loyal husband

and said to him with gentle hosanna: 

‘We knew of that woman, your kindly wife

who gave to God the gift of her labor,

her devotion and grace. And you, Dunnere,   90

who yoked the oxen and pulled the plow

before heeding the call of your thane-lord:

your goodness is praised by all Ely’s priests.

We shall pray for her and pray for you,

and trust in the Lord who has a purpose for all.  95

But tell us of Byrhtnoth, his deeds and his doom,

how the battle then ended, how the heathens escaped22

to pull down our towns and to plunder God’s places.’

 The drama was told, by Dunnere start to last,

leaving back nothing, a grim narrative.    100

The monks to whom Byrhtnoth had meted

much in lands and gold gasped at the hearing

of his headless corpse, hewn by an axe,

as Edmund, king of Anglia, once endured

in saintly martyrdom.23    

21  Dunnere’s conflation of “fate” with God and heaven is perhaps an indica-
tion of vestigal paganism among the peasantry.

22  The priest is probably using “heathens” only as a pejorative, as many 
Danes had converted by 991. From Polecritti.

23  The East Anglian King Edmund was beheaded and martyred by Vikings 
in defense of his realm and Christ in 870.  See Aelfric, “The Passion of St Edmund,” in The 
Anglo-Saxon World: An Anthology: 228-233. Afterwards, St. Edmund’s body was preserved 
by his priests as a relic; this also parallels Byrhtnoth, whose body was collected by the 
priests of Ely and kept “with honor” at the monastery until the building was destroyed in 
the 12th century.  See Scragg 155
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   Then Aelfwine,    105

bold in bearing, bade the priest:

‘Now speak, kind abbot—spare us not—

what you have heard or may have seen

of the colored sails that stormed on our towns:

the long-ships, the sea-raiders, the slayers of men.  110

And too if you know by a trusting agency

whither Odda’s sons, who stole the steed

of our charge-chief when they saw him like chaff

felled in the scythe-thrust of thronging foes.’24

 ‘You have not heard,’ hailed the priest,   115

‘of our monarch’s decree, his deemed treaty

with the blackguard Danes? At the guidance of Sigeric

has price been paid by Ethelred prince,

king of England to the Viking lord Swein,

a tribute of silver to our slavers of kind.    120

A hundred hundred from the hundreds

was the Danegild, or so was it told

by Canterbury’s bishop who blessed the bargain.’25

 Aelfwine gave frown, his four allies also.

A gild-debt paid poorly is a painful draught.26   125

But Ethelred was their king, their thane of thanes,

liege of Byrhtnoth their lifeless lord,

and to him was their allegiance now owed.27

With spirit undaunted, determined in mien,

24  “Godric fled from the battle...he leaped into the saddle of his lord’s own 
horse, most unlawfully.” Maldon lines 184-187

25  The 991 Danegild of 10,000 pounds (“a hundred hundred”) was paid by 
King Ethelred to Swein Forkbeard at the behest of Archbishop Sigeric of Canterbury, though 
historically it was later in the summer than implied in the poem. “From the hundreds” 
refers to the Anglo-Saxon administrative hundred courts, from which it might be expected 
some of the Danegild was raised.  See Scragg 158-159 for a summation of the Danegilds.

26  i.e. hard to support (“draught” meaning “to haul”). The Danegild presum-
ably prevents them from legally pursuing the weregild from the Danes unless it is nullified.

27  It should be noted that Aelfwine is only referring to their legal allegiance 
to the laws of Ethelred; it was not automatic that their comitatus commitment to Byrhtnoth 
carried over to his liege in a feudal capacity. From Polecritti.
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the heir of Aelfric put up his hand:    130

‘Our course is then set, our fate-thread now sewn.

Godwine, Godwig, and Godric most of all:

tell me, loyal monks, where may we meet...   133

PART III – THE ODDASBURG FRAGMENT

“The Oddasburg Fragment” is reminiscent of Beowulf’s “Finnesburg 

Episode”28 and the “Finnesburg Fragment,”29 telling of a peace-

weaving marriage and blood-feud battle (though in slightly differ-

ent order than the two “Finnesburg”). It begins after the shield-Sax-

ons have caught up with the last of Odda’s sons at his father’s hall 

and apparently after killing the other two brothers in the stable; the 

manuscript cuts off right before the wedding scene and, possibly, 

the four funerals. Though significant portions are missing, what 

remains contains important looks into the nuances of weregild and 

the plight of women during the social chaos of the Viking raids.

...Eadweard held the hall, heroic in tales    134

long after sung of that singular deed.    135

Oswold’s brother had braved the crush

where Godric’s brothers had broken and fled;

he did so again to avenge that wrong.

Against Odda’s retainers he held his shield,

and dealt his spear to the dying dozens.    140

With him stood Dunnere and Wulfstan, strong-shouldered,

raining in blood the raiment and rugs.

Yet when that time comes, that future unsought

that makes mortals of men, its motion is quick.

So it was with Oswold’s kin.      145

Wounded by cuts, his strength at last failed; 

28  Beowulf lines 1070-1158

29  Crossley-Holland 8-9
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banged and bashed, his shield-boss then broke;

with but splintered wood, he was overwhelmed.

But in life’s last gasping he urged aloud

to his staunch companions to stand their ground.30  150

 Hearing that shout, the spirit of Aelfwine surged.

From his scabbard he drew the sword of Byrhthelm’s son,

hilt-jeweled and finely-wrought, a shining weapon.31

He charged the battle, he battered the shields,

broke through and found his foe in the throng.   155

The last of the debt of blood had come due.

His aim was true, his arm was steady:

he slit Godric’s throat with a singular stroke

of the blade that Byrhtnoth had brandished in war.

The others thus emboldened, the battle-tide turned.  160

Gadd with his gutting-pike gave hearty fight,

Wulfgar cut his sword-edge through strips of flesh,

and too yeoman Dunnere did his duty.

 The hall was then emptied of all but the four

still-living men of Maldon’s fray     165

and gray-bearded Odda, great of girth.

That hoary lord gripped the haft of his sword;

though past his prime prepared to stand

in death-duel with the darkened blades of foes.

Suddenly Odda’s fair daughter dashed through the door 170

white in her wools, her sweet voice wailing,

to throw herself on Godric, her fallen brother.

Her tears were treble, for Godwine and Godwig lay32

outside the hall, dead in the horse-stable

30  Recalliing Maldon, where Eadweard and Oswold “continuously encour-
aged the companions; they urged their kinsmen to use their weapons without slackening.” 
Maldon lines 302-304

31  Like the various swords depicted in Beowulf, the decorated ancestral 
swords of the Anglo-Saxons were considered imbued with ancestral powers—in this case, 
that of Byrhtnoth and his father Byrhthelm.  

32  “Treble” referring to both the pitch of her cries and the three brothers 
she is mourning.
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where they had sought to escape on Byrhtnoth’s steed. 175

That woman, fair Gode, decked in gold,

turned with cheerless eyes to Byrhtnoth’s champions

and cried to the killers of her dear kin:

‘You dauntless thanes, daggers in the darkness,

stay your hands. My father is harmless.    180

He had no part in my brothers’ plot.

Is it not enough that his name is stained,

his house is robbed and his race is ruined?

What more is due of this faultless man?

Let him die in dignity, should fate decide.   185

If tribute is owed, I shall owe it.

Spill my blood to buy my house’s bond.’

 Then warm-hearted Wulfstan, warrior brave,

went to Gode and wiped her tears, saying:

‘Weep not, gentle woman.  We do not seek your life  190

or the life of your sire who sits in his hall.

Our debt was blood because no gild could pay

the bill of treachery for the thousands betrayed.

But we fought for honor, not for feud;

we are not Vikings who vie in vengeance.33   195

Thus I heed the call of my human heart

to ease your anguish.  Enough of enmity!

May the rift be healed, hale Odda, stout helmet,

however you may deem, for the sake of your daughter

whose beauty recalls my long-dead bride   200

Wulflaed, best of wives, who died in labor’s woe.

We have slain your sons, and so to gain another

I offer myself in marriage pact.’

 Proud Odda’s blood still boiling with anger,

cooled at pale Gode’s sad countenance.    205

33  Wulfstan is making the distinction here between their finite obligation to 
the weregild and Viking blood-feuds: it ends with the death of Godric, and any retribution 
by Odda will be considered a separate thing. From Polecritti.
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His months were not more for this cruel middle-earth;

fatherless, brotherless, Gode’s fate would be joyless,

to wander alone in the wolf-thick woods

of the world, like a lamb white in her wools,

with no shepherd to guard a sister of snakes.34   210

And so Odda, wise in age, agreed to ally

in wedlock with Wulfstan his daughter’s weal.35

He gave out gifts, gold-wrought goblets

and jeweled rings, through gritted jaw.

He sealed the settlement...36     215

PART IV – THE DEATH-DUEL

Several years pass between “Oddasburg” and “The Death-duel,” 

which likely takes place in 994 when Swein returned in violation of 

the Danegild.37 The site of Oddasburg is unknown, though if it ex-

isted its destruction in the poem offers a reason. Like “Oddasburg,” 

most of the manuscript is missing, in particular the opening deaths 

of Wulfstan, Dunnere, and Gode, as well as Gadd’s survival. Here, 

Aelfwine takes on a Beowulf-like aspect (with Gadd as his Wiglaf), 

slaying the “dragon” Helger in titanic battle and dying in glory.

...Gode died beneath her dear father’s throne.   216

The burh of Odda and its high fort burned,

34  In other words, when Odda dies, Gode will merely be a pawn in the 
scramble to claim her inheritance, treated as a pariah because of her brothers’ crimes and 
with no male relatives to protect her.

35  i.e. her welfare. Odda is agreeing because Wulfstan has proven that he 
will uphold his vow to protect her, though he cannot hide his distaste at marrying her to 
one of her brothers’ killers.

36  The reference to Eadweard’s burial in “The Last Shield-Saxon” indicates 
that “The Oddasburg Fragment” originally continued with Wulfstan’s wedding and ended 
with the ritual burials of Godwig, Godwine, Godric, and Eadweard.  

37  Scragg 159-160 places Swein back in England in 994, though without 
details. It could be that “The Death-duel” takes place later, in 997 against Swein’s subordi-
nates or 1003 against Swein himself, though that would mean the Shield-Saxons remained 
at Oddasburg for 6-12 years after Wulfstan’s wedding.
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its great halls were robbed, its tall walls were ruined;

not a stone was left standing to state its time.38

Odda’s heir Wulfstan, wise and strong,    220

lay dead on the battlefield, his bravery brought low.

He died in glory, dealing his law

with the sword that signaled his high, just station.

Dunnere too, that daring retainer

was nailed to the sward by Danish spears.   225

 At the front of the serpent-children strode he

who led the charge, a giant of cunning

known to all as Helger Head-taker, a horror to see.

He was older now, and grayer, and glittered in gold,

but Aelfwine knew him.  He had never forgotten  230

it was Helger who had hewn kind Byrhtnoth’s head,

who had defiled the Essex-lord, even in death.

The shield-Saxon rushed, strong Gadd by his side,

into the throng, the spear-thatch of Vikings,

chopping ash-wood and meat-bone as they charged,  235

meeting bear-clothed berserks with blood-bathed blades.39

And amidst the carnage the Saxon called loud

a challenge bold to the cheating Dane:

‘Helger, called Head-taker, heft your sword!

I am Aelfwine, Byrhtnoth’s kin, and I would meet you! 240

On the organ-vat of Maldon I once vowed

that never shall my sword be slaked

until that day of duty dawns

when I exact the weregild of my kinsman’s woe.

That time has come, my blade is true:    245

38  The complete destruction of “Odda’s burh” is perhaps demonstrative on 
the Vikings’ part, as the burhs were specifically designed by Alfred the Great to withstand 
them. From Polecritti.

39  Berserks were wild men who could not be harmed by iron, (hence “blood-
bathed blades”) and defeating them was often the work of great heroes. However, they 
weren’t a warrior class: either “berserks” is used here as a generalization, or they were 
somehow conscripted by Swein’s men. For berserks, see “Berserks and the Berserker Rage,” 
in The Viking Age: A Reader, ed. Agnes A. Somerville and R. Andrew McDonald (Canada: 
University of Toronto Press, 2010): 162
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his head, you Helger, or it is yours instead.’40

 No answer was given.  None was awaited:

sword-tongue was the speech that those warriors spoke.

The duel was met, none more menacing.

Aelfwine the smaller man matched great Helger;  250

they cracked shields and shattered helmets;

the grass was dewy with their gore and blood.

Then Aelfwine with life’s final wind,

did swing the blade, Byrhtnoth’s sword,

through the thick neck of Helger, taker of heads.  255

Thus it was fated and the vow was fulfilled,

and Aelfwine of England expired from this earth.

 Near in the thick Gadd saw that thane,

his fight, his fall, his fateful end,

and Gadd knew his own knell would soon be near.  260

He took his...        261

PART V – THE LAST SHIELD-SAXON

“The Last Shield-Saxon” finds Gadd, twenty years later, heading 

for Normandy, where he hopes to rejoin with Ethelred to reconquer 

England in 1014 (after Ethelred ceded the crown to Swein the year 

before).41  Similar to “The Wanderer” and Beowulf’s “Lay of the Last 

Survivor,”42 it is a meditation on the exile’s life, and like the epilogue 

of Beowulf, it is a lament for his “fallen” land. Its structure, mean-

while, owes something to the repetitive motifs of “Wulf” and “The 

Fortunes of Men.”43

40  The demand is rhetorical: if Helger will not produce Byrhtnoth’s head, 
Aelfwine will assume he defaults on any form of weregild.  True to his honor, he is not kill-
ing Helger out of personal revenge.

41  For a summary of Swein’s conquest of England and Ethelred’s quasi-abdi-
cation, see Scragg 160-161.

42  Beowulf lines 2241-2270

43  For “The Wanderer,” see Crossley-Holland 50-53; for “The Fortunes of 
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So.  Gadd remained, Offa’s son,44     262

who had lost his father at Maldon’s fall 

but gained four brothers, shield-kin in battle

who taught him the ways of the old Saxon world  265

and fell to the forces that tore it apart.

 From Eadweard he learned bravery, and the bond of broth-

ers.

Often Gadd thought of those shield-Saxon thanes,

their bodies abandoned, unburied and looted. 

They deserved better.  Bathed in gold,    270

swords gleaming in hand, helmets shining,

shield-bosses polished to a perfect sheen—

these were the honors of an English thane,

not the carrion-rot, not the wolf-chomp,

not to have their heads mounted on marauders’ pikes  275

and aggrieved of the rites of God’s loving grace.45

What England was this that such was endured?

Eadweard died bravely, and with honor was buried;

Gadd doubted that anyone afforded the others their due.46

 From Wulfstan he learned wisdom, and a warm, giving 

heart.         280

The years became hardship, the hordes still came,

dragons at the prow to belch fire and death.
Men,” ibid. 304-306.

44  Though we do not know how Gadd survived Oddasburg, we can assume 
that, like at Maldon, it was not by choice. It is dubious that Gadd remained a lordless vaga-
bond in England for twenty years, however; we can assume that some explanation as to his 
status after Oddasburg is missing from that fragment.

45  The burial accoutrements depicted here are reminiscent of the burial-ship 
at Sutton Hoo, though because Gadd’s companions were not seafaring kings they would 
have been buried in boats. From Polecritti.

46  The implication is not that the Vikings practiced different funeral prac-
tices, but simply that they didn’t afford those rites to enemies.
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Unready to fight, bad-counseled to flee,47

King Ethelred ceded the seat of his throne

to dragons who bedded in the gold-rich burhs,   285

who hoarded their prizes and deprived the land

and showed no favor to their sword-crossed foes.48

The mead-halls were loud with lechery and rape

and the wine-songs were sung in a strange northern tongue.

Had the old ways been brittle in that brutal north-frost? 290

Wulfstan had been mighty, but bore no cruel malice

and he defended his duty to his dying breath.

 From Dunnere he saw loyalty, and a life lived humble.

A thane without lord, a man without line,

a battle-scarred warrior without a war to wage,   295

the last Saxon hero of Maldon’s sad lot

wandered alone on the exile’s way.

South he went, a slow, long journey,

sleeping on hillocks, in hollows and glens,

his shelter the willow-hedge in the wet and wind.  300

He lived on the land, an outlaw and out of the law

that the Danes had spread beyond their leave.49

Empty lay the farms, fallow lay the fields,

the villages stood shuttered against wayward strangers.

Were there no men left living to fight for their land? 305

Dunnere had dropped his plow for the spear

to fight for his fealty, and for his family die.

47  Ethelred’s sobriquet of “Unraed” means “bad-” or “no-counsel” in Anglo-
Saxon. The modern English “Unready” is employed here to retain the flavor of the pun.

48  The poem here is intentionally recalling the dragon of Beowulf: unlike 
that older epic, the Viking “dragon” still lives as a selfish lord in the land. From Polecritti.

49  Referencing the old lands of the Danelaw, suggesting that Gadd stayed 
barely one step ahead of Swein’s conquest as it spread west and south from Essex and East 
Anglia.  
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 And from Aelfwine, above all he learned honor.

The Channel was calm, no crashing of waves

as Gadd passed from the land of his parents and peers, 310

his falcon at the glove of his good, strong arm.

Rumor had called that his resurgent king

summoned the Saxons that still could soldier

to stand against foreign rule.  So Gadd sailed,

a grizzled old warrior ready to war,    315

to do his duty and defend the land

as the old tale tells, true to honor.50

He did not question honor: he held it ever high,

never looking back, only forward to his fate

on that day when he too would die on its doom,  320

the last shield-Saxon of Maldon’s shore.

 He gazed over the gull-deep, Gadd that stout man,

musing if these Normans would rise to the mettle—

these horse-lords and castle-dukes with hoar in their beards—51

and restore to bleak England its earls and its ways.  325

And he came ashore, where he met them all,

and this is the tale that he told them.52    327

50  “The old tale” is Beowulf, specifically the titular hero’s last stand against 
the dragon.

51  “Horse-lords” is a reference to Norman cavalry, an adoption of Carolin-
gian battle tactics in Francia; “castle-dukes” references Norman castle-fortifications (also 
derived from the Carolingians) and the Duke of Normandy; “hoar in their beards” is an allu-
sion to the “Northmen”’s Viking descent. All from Polecritti. 

52  Some view these last lines as ironic, as the inclusion of the Normans in 
England’s affairs was in fact the death-blow to the Anglo-Saxon era when Duke William 
conquered Ethelred’s son Edward in 1066 (see Scragg 162). It is likely that it was added later 
than 1066, after the poem was originally written but before our manuscript was copied.
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